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SLA  
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Patty Hearst and 
fiance Steven
 
Weed  
Internal
 
Revenue
 
rules Nixon
 
owes  
half 
million
 
dollars
 
WASHINGTON
 ( AP )The White
 House announced yeaterday
 night the 
Internal
 
Revenue
 Service has ruled 
President  Nixon 
owes  
additional
 taxes 
for his years in 
the White
 House. 
The  
announcement  
said he will pay more 
than  
$450,000.  
A few hours after the staff of a joint congressional committee
 recommended 
that Nixon pay $476,431 in back taxes, the White House said IRS put the chief 
executive's tax liability at $432,787.13 plus interest. 
While Nixon could have 
contested
 the IRS finding, administration officials said 
the 
President  
gave orders 
that
 the full amount be 
paid plus 
interest  
that,  they 
estimated, 
might bring 
his  total 
payment
 to $465,000. 
A source 
who  explained Nixon's decision said the hefty tax bill will mean that 
much of the President's personal wealth will be wiped out in one stroke. 
Nixon's net worth was estimated last December at $988,000. 
The source said IRS had informed Nixon that while $148,080.97 of the total 
claimed tax deficiency was for 1969 and need not be paid because the statute of 
limitations for that year had expired. Nixon will pay the money. 
"He's doing this because he said he would do it," the 
source  said. 
It was understood that IRS and the staff of the joint committee on Internal 
Revenue 
Taxation
 were in agreement on 
virtually  every challenged item. 
Dif-
ference
 between the amounts 
each  group claimed the 
President  owed represented 
varying 
calculations.
 
The administration source said the IRS charged to Nixon as income a large 
amount of money spent in the name of security, as improvement
 to his estates at 
San Clemente,
 Calif., and Key Biscayne, Fla. In addition, Nixon's claimed 
business deductions for use of those properties
 for official business were totally 
denied, the 
source said. 
IRS also held Nixon totally 
responsible  for a capital gain on a Florida land 
transaction 
which  he had contended represented a joint 
investment
 by himself and 
by his daughter, Tricia Nixon 
Cox,
 who earlier reported her claimed share of the 
gain on federal tax returns. 
The administration informant, seemingly 
expressing
 a sense of outrage, said 
IRS also taxed to Nixon as income
 the value of air flights made by members of his
 
family on military planes. 
Those flights always had been explained as 
requested by the Secret Service to 
foil would-be hijackers who might want to  kidnap the 
President's  kin. 
Al Farley, Tom Alvarado
 and Mike 
Roberts became the first A.S. 
executive 
slate 
to announce its 
candidacy  
yesterday. 
Farley, a senior 
majoring  in pre-med 
psychology,
 is running for
 the office of 
A.S. president.
 He is currently A.S. 
personnel officer. 
Alvarado
 is running as the 
vice  
president candidate.
 He is a junior and 
is 
majoring  in political
 science. 
Alvarado  has been active with 
the 
Association  for California Veterans, a 
group comprised of veterans from 80 
California colleges
 and universities. 
Roberts is running for the office of 
A.S. treasurer. He is a junior majoring 
in political science and 
transferred 
here last September from San Fran-
cisco City 
College. 
Alvarado said, "We 
know  what our 
goals and priorities are and
 after 
Easter  vacation we will be 
able to 
present 
them
 to the student body." 
Correction  
The name of the 
victim  of the March 
23 
stabbing
 incident at the Joint Effort 
Coffeehouse was erroneously reported
 
as Daniel Perry. 
The  23 -year -old SJSU 
senior is 
actually  named Daniel 
Perryman.  
'I've 
changed...
 
I 
can
 
never  
go 
back'  
SAN FRANCISCO
 ( APIA voice identified by a San Francisco radio station as 
that of Patricia Hearst said in a taped message yesterday that she
 has chosen to 
remain with the Symbionese Liberation Army. 
Radio station KSAN said that 
a color photograph of Miss Hearst accompanied 
the tape. This was the only authentication and other confirmation 
that  it was Miss 
Hearst was not immediately 
available. 
"I have chosen to stay and fight," the voice identified as Miss Hearst's said in 
the tape, which was broadcast by the station. 
"I have been given the choice of being released in a safe area, or staying with the 
SI-A." the voice said in the tape. It said she was staying with the
 group which 
claims to have kidnaped Miss 
Hearst
 two months ago. 
The voice accused Randolph A Hearst, Miss Hearst's father, of being a liar and 
said, "You said you are concerned with my life and the lives and interests of all 
oppressed
 people ... but you are a liar in both areas as a member of the ruling 
class I 
know
 your interests and Mom's are never the interests of the people." 
At the 
Hearst  home,
 a family spokesman 
said that 
Miss 
Hearst's  
father was 
trying to obtain 
a 
copy
 of 
the  tape. He
 had 
no
 other comment. The
 FBI also 
declined  
immediate
 comment.
 
The voice on 
the tape 
referred
 to herself as 
"revolutionary" and said  "I've 
changed. I've 
become
 
concious  and can never go back to the life I loved before ... 
love doesn't mean
 the same thing 
to me any more ... 
my
 love has expanded 
to 
embrace all 
people 
... my 
comrades  here 
and in the prisons 
and on the
 streets." 
The new tape 
came one 
day  after 
a San 
Francisco
 underground 
newspaper  
received 
an 
SLA  letter 
promising to give full details of 
Miss Hearst's 
release 
within  72 
hours. 
Tuesday's
 letter 
from the SLA 
broke  a 23 -day 
silence,
 the 
longest since the 20-
year
-old college coed was abducted from 
her 
Berkeley
 
apartment  
Feb. 4. 
Miss Hearst said the SIA, 
which kidnaped her two 
months
 ago, 
had given
 her the 
choice 
of
 leaving and rejoining
 her family,
 or 
of
 
staying
 with 
the SLA. 
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 Since 1934 
A.S.
 
slashes
 
budget
 
By Lee Fuller 
The A.S. Council began straightening 
its finances yesteray when it cut $9,012 
from three A.S. funded announts. 
The Joint Effort Coffeehouse
 suf-
fered the most losing $4,000. 
The 
Experimental College was cut $1,476, 
while the sports information officer's 
account was cut 
$3,586.  
The council made the cuts after 
discussing the needs of the accounts. 
Of the
 three cuts, only Hector Lizardi, 
3 
candidates  
in 
A.S.  
election  
Date
 eliminates
 
prof 
nominee
 
manager of the coffeehouse,
 protested 
the 
action.  
"This council, from the word go, has 
consulted me only one time,"
 Lizardi 
said.  "The problem with the cof-
feehouse is that no one 
in the adm-
nistration  ( A.S. cares," he continued. 
"They've been nickel
-diming
 it." 
Lizard' said that the money cut 
had  
been earmarked 
for some physical 
improvement in the coffeehouse. He 
cited as an 
example
 of possible im-
provements,
 carpeting, the
 floors of the 
coffeehouse. 
The
 finance committee 
of the council, 
in a report 
presented by A.S. Treasurer 
Dave Pacheco, had 
originally called for 
a $5,000 budget cut. However,
 the 
council 
decided
 to cut only $4,000 when 
Lizardi protested.
 
The 
money  cut from 
the 
Experimental College 
had been 
budgeted for the 
purchase  of equip-
ment.
 The Experimental College 
Confusion over deadline 
decided, early 
this
 year, not to buy 
the 
equipment,
 so the money 
was not spent. 
A spokesman 
for the school 
asked  the 
council
 to leave $500 
in
 the account so 
that several 
movie  programs,
 already 
planned, 
could be 
held.  The council
 
agreed  to do so. 
The money 
taken from 
the sports 
information
 officer's 
account  was 
not  
contested since
 that funding 
of that 
position had
 been assumed
 earlier in 
the 
year,  by other
 sources. 
By Gail Wesson
 
No SJSU 
professor will 
be nominated 
for the 
statewide  professor of 
the  year 
award 
because,
 according to 
Calvin  
Stewart,  Philosophy
 Department 
lecturer,
 "the date I 
deadline  was 
changed and no 
one  knew what the date 
meant."  
Stewart has been trying to organize 
the Outstanding 
Professor
 Awards 
Committee. 
The 
committee 
was going 
by last 
year's 
nomination  
deadline of 
June 1 
rather
 than 
the  new 
deadline  of 
April 
11,
 he 
said.  
The
 April 1 deadline for nominations 
came from Charles 
Adams, president 
of the statewide Academic Senate.
 
The 
Academic  Senate yearly 
supervises selection of 
two outstanding 
professors from within the 
state  
university  and college system. 
The winners receive $1,000 
from  the 
Joseph M. Schenk Foundation. 
The confusion culminated at the 
Academic Council meeting Monday 
when
 SJSU President John H. Bunzel 
announced that SJSU would
 not have a 
nominee for the state competition. 
"I do believe it's fair to say the 
committee
 ... has not functioned 
as 
properly and 
in a way it 
should
 func-
tion," he said. 
In 
a  statement issued 
Tuesday
 Bunzel 
said, "The 
Academic Council
 and 
committee  had full 
information  since 
November 1973. 
I learned last 
week  for 
the  first time that
 the committee 
has 
not done its job." 
Bunzel said 
he thinks it is 
"very 
unfortunate that
 the University cannot 
submit
 a nomination in 
this
 year's 
statewide
 competition." 
The 
confusion  and 
misunderstanding
 
apparently
 came from 
several
 sources. 
Dr. Donald 
Keesey,  chairman of the
 
council
 committee on 
committees, 
issued a 
letter
 March 30 to 
explain  the 
"puzzle" because 
he said he felt 
"responsible" for the
 system of com-
mittees.  
Keesey 
explained  that 
usually
 early 
in April the 
committee  has sent out
 a 
request
 for 
nominations.
 
Final 
selection
 is made by 
June  1. 
However, the
 Academic Senate had 
changed the June deadline
 to a March 1 
deadline
 and later extended it to April 
1. 
The earlier 
deadlines were made, 
according to a 
memo from Adams, 
to 
give the 
selection
 committee "adequate
 
time to make the 
selections
 with 
reasonable 
comfort and care." 
According to a timetable
 by Ron 
Bottini
 of SJSU university relations 
council chairman George Moore 
was  
notified of the changes in November of 
1973. 
Keesey said 
the  committee didn't 
realize this deadline was for a new 
nomination. They assumed that the 
person who was in 
campus  competition 
this year is in competition for 
next
 
year's statewide
 competition. 
The campus Professor of the
 Year for 
1973 was Dr. Hans Guth 
of the English 
Department. 
Stewart said he received a 
memo
 to 
the 
effect  that March 1 
was the 
nomination 
deadline.  He said he 
assumed that this meant
 the nominee 
selected the previous
 May. 
Keesey said that 
Stewart  was 
following last 
year's
 deadline. 
Bottini said 
that  usually the 
nomination
 submitted for 
the  campus 
competition 
is also 
submitted
 for the 
statewide 
competition  the 
same
 year. 
As
 it stands now, 
SJSU will have 
nu
 
nomination
 for this 
year's 
outstanding
 
professor 
award  but will 
submit the 
name 
of the campus
 winner to 
the 
competition 
for next 
year's  state 
competition.  
Option
 on 
weekend
 
dorm  
food
 
suggested 
By 
Valarie Me Inroy 
A student dorm
 advisory committee 
on 
food
 services has decided to 
continue  
the 15 meals per week
 plan next year 
and offer students an optional 
weekend
 
food plan. 
Next  year's dorm 
students will 
be 
able to use 
their meal cards 
at
 the dorm 
dining  hall, in the 
Student  Union or 
at
 
snack 
wagons, according 
to Harry 
Wineroth,  manager 
of Spartan Shops 
which 
provides  all campus 
food ser-
vices. 
The weekend food plan will be on a 
coupon or "pay as you go" basis," The 
committee has yet to decide whether to 
offer one or two meals on Saturdays 
and Sundays.
 
Students
 will be able 
to purchase 
weekend 
coupon  books in 
July when 
they pay
 for room and
 board or 
they
 
buy them 
at any time 
during the 
school  
year, 
according  to 
Wineroth.
 
The
 chief 
consideration  is 
cost, ac-
cording  to 
committee  
members. 
Wineroth
 has been 
asked by the 
com-
mittee
 to 
investigate
 the cost
 of one 
smorgasboard
 type meal
 on weekends.
 
Wineroth will provide the committee 
with cost estimates for a 
two  or four 
meal weekend next week.
 
A recent
 dormwide 
survey  asked 
students  to select 
between  several food 
plans. The
 two receiving a 
significant  
number  of votes were the 
15 meal plan 
and the 19 meal plan. 
The  15 meal plan 
provides students
 
with three 
meals  daily
 during
 the 
school week. The 19 
meal  plan would 
provide two 
meals on Saturdays and 
Sundays in addition to the
 15 during the 
week.  
Of the 
approximately
 1,600 
dorm 
students, 371 
returned  the 
question-
naire. 
204 
students  
choose  a 
15 meal 
plan 
costing $589 
academic
 year; 
and 
117  
students
 choose 
the 19 
meal  plan 
costing $781. 
According 
to
 committee members,
 
about  50 students asked
 for a 17 meal 
plan 
which  was not 
included  in the 
questionnaire. 
Committee members 
debated
 the 
validity  of the questionnaire
 because of 
the rigidity of the 
questions and the 
price 
tag next to each alternative. 
"The
 survey isn't valid
 as far as I'm 
concerned because it didn't ask the 
right questions," 
said one committee 
member.
 
However, 
the consensus
 of the 
committee 
was that 
dorm 
students  
want some
 type 
of food 
service 
available
 to them 
on an 
optional  
basis.  
"We 
realize
 dorm 
students  want 
something  on 
weekends," 
said Sue 
Lopez, 
committee  
chairman.
 
The 
committee
 has proposed 
a 3 to 6 
p.m. 
smorgasboard  to 
include
 a salad 
bar, sandwich makings
 and a hot dish. 
Wineroth 
has  been asked to determine 
if thia is possible for
 the cost of $1.50 to 
$2.00 to students. 
Students
 eat in 
dorm Dining Commons 
Jeff Stephen; 
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Critics
 
review 
unprofessional?
 
After  
reading
 John 
Brayfield's
 
review 
of the San 
Francisco  
Opera  
Theatre's  
production  of 
Carlisle 
Floyd's 
"Of Mice and 
Men" which 
appeared  in last 
Tuesday's  Spartan
 
Daily, I found
 myself 
wondering
 
whether 
we were both 
present at 
the 
same 
performance
 of 
the  
opera. After
 reflecting for
 a few 
more 
days,  I have 
decided
 to break 
a 
long-standing 
rule of mine 
and 
reply  to a critic's 
review of a fine 
arts event on 
campus. 
Until  
now,
 I 
have  
been 
silent,
 
reminding  
myself
 that 
journalistic
 
experience 
and balanced 
critical 
judgment 
come 
only
 with 
time,  
study, 
and 
maturation.  I 
have 
neither 
expected
 nor 
demanded  
polished 
professional
 reviews 
from  
student
 reporters. 
Unfortunately,
 
Mr.  
Brayfield
 
does 
not  appear 
to have 
grasped  
the 
main  
point
 of the 
weekend's  
Steinbeck-centered
 
symposium
 
whic  was 
expressly
 directed
 to 
comparisons  
of the 
movie,  
the
 
play, and 
the opera -- 
each inspired
 
by and 
adaped
 from Steinbeck's 
novel. To expect any adaptation to 
be a mirror held up to the original 
Guest 
Column 
Warren
 Fri 
Ns 
Dean
  Humanities Departmem 
work
 is 
patently
 
self-defeating.
 
Mr.
 
Brayfield
 
first 
complains
 
that
 the 
opera 
departs
 ( 
in 
only
 
minor 
ways,
 I think
 ) 
from
 the
 
novel.
 A 
few  
paragraphs
 later
 he 
states  
that
 the 
"lyrics
 were
 taken
 
directly  
from 
Steinbeck's
 
book," 
and 
comlains  
that the
 language
 of 
the 
book  is 
grossly  
out of 
place in 
an
 opera. 
I wonder
 what 
he
 might 
think 
if
 he read,
 in 
English  
tran-
slation,
 some 
of the 
language
 in-
corporated
 in 
many 
of the 
popularly
 
acclaimed
 
traditional
 
operas!  
Obviously,  
Mr. 
Brayfield  
didn't
 
enjoy the 
opera, 
and  he 
allowed
 
himself 
to express 
his 
displeasure
 
in a 
series 
of 
intemperate
 
paragraphs  
which  
assaulted  
the
 
sensibilities
 of many 
of us in 
the 
audience
 who
 found 
the con-
temporary  
mode of 
Carlisle 
Floyd's 
score, even 
in some 
of
 its 
more
 difficult 
passages,
 very 
satisfying 
and the 
overall 
per-
formance
 of the 
singers  and 
or-
chestra
 excellent.
 
Mr. 
Brayfield has a field.  
day,  
complaining
 that the
 score is 
not  
sufficiently  
lyrical. 
Surely 
he
 
MILK
 
PRODUCERS
 
ASSN.
 
'fNE MOTORS 
MILK  
OF
 
POLITICS
 
SINCE  
'964'  
(IT  
LEAST
 
doesn't expect today's 
composers 
to conform to 
the romantic musical 
idiom of Puccini. 
Finally, I 
must  protest his 
reference 
to the physical 
handicap  
of one 
of
 the leading 
singers.  That 
was,
 in my opinion,
 a sad lapse of 
journalistic
 judgment.
 
Guest 
Column  
Interim policy  
a 
triumph
 for
 Reagan
 
In the years that Ronald 
Reagan  
has been in public view as can-
didate for state and -or national 
office, and served as 
governor,
 he 
has consistently and blatantly 
targeted the 
state college and 
university systems as a scapegoat. 
The 
turbulence
 and discontent 
that arise from racial oppression 
and economic
 exploitation have 
been hidden behind a wall; 
the 
fears and frustrations normal to 
these times have been directed for 
their relief toward blaming the 
  
Editorial
   
victims, 
toward  
extending
 already 
bad
 policies 
and,
 most relevant
 for 
our 
local 
concerns,
 toward
 
presenting the educational
 system 
as a prime 
cause  of social 
and 
economic problems. 
They are social 
because  the 
college and university system are 
portrayed 
as dominated by 
agitators, and economic
 because 
the 
educational system is seen as a 
prime guzzler of inadequate
 public 
funds. 
In the past few 
years, Reagan 
The role of the press
 
An event
 transpired
 a 
couple
 of 
weeks ago 
in Houston that 
sent 
rumblings
 throughout 
the world of 
professional
 
journalism.
 
At a 
presidential  
press 
con-
ference 
before  the 
National
 
Association 
of 
Broadcasters  
( NAB), 
Dan Rather,
 senior 
CBS  
White 
House  
correspondent,  
engaged 
in a verbal 
skirmish 
with  
President 
Nixon,
 stirring up 
again 
the old  
question  of 
the  role of 
the 
press. 
After  
handily
 
disposing
 of 
lukewarm
 
inquiries  
from 
sym-
Daily
 aims at wrong 
target? 
Your  cartoon on 
Friday's  paper of the 
A.S. 
crucifying the 
Spartan  Daily is 
a gross 
misrepresentation
 of the 
present
 campus reality.
 
It 
would  have 
been
 much 
more
 appropriate
 and 
closer to 
reality
 to have the 
same cartoon 
with  the 
administration as 
the  crucifiers of the 
Daily.  
The 
Third  World 
Coalition  ( TWC 
) supports the
 idea 
of a strong independent
 Daily that 
is under
 
student  
control. We say student control
 as 
opposed 
to Jour-
nalism 
Department
 control and, subsequently, ad-
ministration.
 
The 
ideal situation
 would be to 
have a 
neutral 
Journalism Department
 
whose  members
 would not 
be 
appointed
 
or
 fired
 by 
King
 
Bunzel
 and
 his men. 
The ideal
 would be to have a 
neutral free faculty 
that does 
not  have to 
live in 
fear of King 
Bunzel
 
and 
his merry men's interim 
policies,  tenure, if you're a 
good 
boy,
 etc. etc. 
The ideal would be to have a Spartan 
Daily 
staff  that 
does 
not  have to worry about grades, 
advisers,
 ap-
provals, 
getting  
ready
 to 
work
 
for 
the  
Mercury  to 
make a 
living,  
administration  
pressure to 
cut 
the 
paper to four
 days  a week, and last but not least, A.S. 
pressure 
every now
 and then 
to balance and counter 
the other 
influences.  
Unfortunately,
 we 
do
 not have
 a truly 
independent
 
faculty,
 
Spartan  
Daily  
staff,
 or 
university  
in 
general.  
Julie  ( logo 
A.S. 
(.(riiiicilwonien
 
Third 
World  students and 
other concerned 
students 
have 
had  to struggle 
in the past 
to
 have more 
of
 a 
say as to 
who runs their lives
 and educational 
system. 
Today, as a result of 
previous  struggles, we have 
a 
student 
council that has some 
power to counter the
 
administration
 and other 
organized
 forces in the 
educational 
system  that determines
 educational 
policies.
 
The 
A.S. 
council  is 
probably
 a very
 minor 
force 
on
 
our 
campus
 as 
compared
 to the 
administration  
who 
hires 
and fires
 those
 who 
teach 
us
 ( 
whether
 
we
 as 
students
 like 
or
 
not)
 and
 who 
determine
 the 
curricula  
and 
maintain
 a 
dehumanizing
 
human  
factory  
rather  
than a 
university.
 
Yet the A.S. council has been
 able to counter the 
administration
 in 
some
 select areas
 of student 
life and 
activity of 
which  the 
Spartan
 Daily is 
one.  The TWC 
members  on the 
A.S. council 
as
 a bloc are 
determined  
not to 
allow the 
Spartan
 Daily to 
be cut to four
 days a 
week or 
to
 go without 
an editorial 
page.  In doing
 so we 
will 
have directly
 countered 
the 
administration.  
We call on all journalist students to see the A.S. 
council
 in 
general,
 and TWC
 in particular,
 not as 
an
 
axe 
aimed  at their throat (or a crucifier) but rather as 
a power pole that can neutralize
 the other power pole, 
the administration, to keep the Daily a truly in-
dependent organ of student power. 
pathetic 
newsmen,  the 
President 
thought  himself 
doing quite 
well.  
Rather 
then rose 
to the 
microphone, 
and  introducing 
himself,
 was greeted with jeers and 
applause
 from the NAB audience.
 
"Are you 
running for 
something?" smirked the chief 
executive. "No sir, Mr. President. 
Are you?" 
snapped  Rather. 
Hardly a pitched battle, but in 
the ice
-water  world of "objective" 
journalism, such an incident is a 
veritable  atom blast. 
More interesting 
than
 the event 
itself, however, was the
 response it 
brought 
from  other newsmen. 
Take NBC's John 
Chancellor. He 
told Newsweek,
 "If the President
 
wants  to poke fun
 at a reporter,
 
that's  okay. 
But a 
reporter  
shouldn't  poke 
fun at a 
President."  
Chancellor
 has, no 
doubt, in-
ternalized 
the same 
lesson that
 
journalism
 students
 are taught
 in 
basic  newswriting 
classes. 
"Ordinarily,  he 
(the reporter) 
cannot 
be
 a participant
 in the 
events of which 
he writes or his 
viewpoint  will be 
decidedly 
war-
ped," writes Curtis 
D. MacDougall 
in "Interpretive 
Reporting," a 
basic SJSU 
journalism text. 
The 
"professional  ethic" 
requires that reporters stand 
outside the events and report them 
with 
fairness,
 calm and reserve. 
According 
to this ethic, Rather 
violated his position by jousting 
with the 
President. 
But if we logically extend the 
"outsiders" position, we 
must 
conclude that it is not
 the role of the 
press 
to expose corruption, to 
combat oppression 
or to effect 
social change. To do so is to par-
ticipate which leads, we are told, 
to 
a viewpoint that is "warped." 
But every viewpoint
 is "warped" 
or shaped by the individual's
 social 
experience. The perspective of a 
cynical newsman is as 
"warped" 
as that of the most partisan 
politician. It 
may  be better 
disguised, but it 
is
 no less a class 
perspective.
 
Every newsman decides what 
facts are significant, what events 
are important and which persons 
merit comment. The 
news story 
devoid of such political decisions is 
yet to be written. 
It is impossible
 not to par-
ticipate. 
Either one is active or 
passive. Passivity 
is as  much 
participation in the 
United States 
today as it 
was  in Germany 
in 1938. 
Rather doesn't seem to un-
derstand
 the entire question. "A 
reputation
 for asking tough 
questions is a reputation
 I like to 
have," he says. 
"A reputation for 
being an antagonist
 is one I avoid." 
But Rather 
is seen as an 
"an-
tagonist"
 precisely 
because  he 
asks 
some "tough" 
questions.  And 
the  asking ( 
and  
answering)
 is 
news. 
But
 according
 to the 
"outsiders,"
 
the public 
is better 
served by 
an 
"impartial"
 
press. 
One 
that
 
doesn't
 
participate.
 
One 
that
 
doesn't 
ask  
tough
 questions?
 
Perhaps 
there 
would  
have
 been 
no Watergate
 Affair if the press 
had 
participated  more; 
if it had 
investigated 
presidential
 aides, 
CIA activity, 
campaign  funding 
and  illegal 
surveillance
 sooner. 
The 
ease
 with 
which 
the 
President
 gathered
 
criminals
 in 
the White 
House must, 
in part, be 
credited 
to the media's
 delusion of 
"impartiality." 
"Your 
enemy  can't do 
you no 
harm,
 'cause you 
know
 where he's 
coming from,"
 writes Isaac 
Hayes.
 
More 
newsmen who 
tell
 us where 
they're coming from might be 
productive.  Perhaps we 
need fewer 
smiling faces 
in the media 
and 
more courageous 
participants. 
Phil Trounstine
 
Journalism
 
Junior  
Leo ,,,,,, lies 
instructor 
has loaded the boards of  trustees 
and 
regents with appointees of his 
mind and inclination. The 
present 
policy of 75-25, or any of its 
variations that increase the 
precariousness of the teachers' 
jobs, is both a logical and a 
triumphant next step for Reagan's 
policy of 
turning
 higher education 
in California into 
a watering place 
for obedient administrators, docile 
faculty, and a pap
-fed
 student 
body. 
By 
more  than 
doubling
 the 
percentage 
of faculty that 
must
 be 
temporary ( unable 
to hold on to 
jobs for 
more  than two 
years 
irrespective of 
merit) from 10 per 
cent to 25 per 
cent, Reagan 
is
 ac-
complishing 
several goals
 at once: 
1) Those hired 
on an affirmative
 
action 
basisnon-whites
 and 
womenwill  
find it much 
more 
difficult or 
impossible  to gain 
probationary  or 
permanent
 status; 
2)
 
Younger,  livelier, 
more
 
critical
 teachers may 
be dispensed 
with on 
grounds  that never
 need 
take account of the 
real grounds for 
getting
 rid of 
themthat  is, 
political 
grounds;  
3) A wedge will be driven be-
tween established older faculty and 
young 
faculty, as the 
former see 
their 
own higher 
incomes able
 to 
increase
 as 25 per 
cent  of the 
faculty is hired
 at constantly
 
lowest 
rates  of pay; 
4) The 
most  promising 
young  
teachers in the state
 and nation will 
choose not to 
accept  clearly 
temporary jobs here when they 
ti 
know 
their  prospects for job 
security
 are greater elsewhere; 
5)
 The higher 
educational  system 
in 
California will lose what vitality 
it now possesses, and become what 
Reagan and his allies seek; 
an 
extension of the stultifying high 
school system. 
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Bungel's 
policy  - up in 
smoke
 
With the 
last  of the 
Viet
 Nam 
War and 
the close of 
the sixties,
 
college
 
administrators
 hoped 
to see 
an end to 
turmoil and 
problems  on 
their
 campuses. 
However  at 
SJSU,
 there exists
 
even now a 
curse  more 
widespread  
than 
V.D.,  more 
irritating  than 
national guard
 tear gas, and
 more 
deadly.  than 
smoking  
marijuana.
 It 
is 
cigarette  
smoking.  

 rat.* ... 
From 
his  perch 
high  in Tower
 
Hall, 
university  
President
 John 
"Jack" 
Bungel 
watched 
smoke 
billow from 
a nearby 
classroom. 
"I can't 
leave  this 
campus  for 
six 
months 
without
 
something
 
else  
happening,"  
he 
complained  
bit-
terly. 
"Look  at it.
 It reminds
 me of 
the 
time 
they
 tried 
to burn 
the  
ROTC  
building
 when
 I was 
at
 San 
Francisco
 
State."  
"What  did you
 do then?"
 asked 
Hoburp 
Heartbums,  
Jack's 
good
 
pal and
 
adviser.
 
"We 
stopped 'ern," 
said Jack 
through
 
clenched
 teeth.
 "We 
stopped
 'ern there 
and we'll stop 
`ern here." 
"How, 
Jack?"  asked 
Hoburp. 
"Follow  
me and 
I'll 
show
 you 
how," said 
Jack, striding
 off 
toward 
the  classroom
 building. 
He 
soon slipped
 into the thick
 haze of a 
classroom practically 
unnoticed.  
"Watch this Hoburp. It's a trick 
I 
learned from S.I. Havakowa 
back
 
in 
the  good old days." 
With that,  he 
sprinted  across the 
room,
 sunk to a low crouch, 
leaped  
upon  a desk, 
snatched  a half -
smoked 
cigarette  from the 
lips of a 
bewildered  
smoker  and tore 
it into 
a 
pile
 of smouldering
 shreds. 
"Let that teach you a lesson, 
young man," said Bungel, pointing 
a stern finger down from atop the 
desk. "Your smoking is preventing 
your fellow students from 
studying. How dare you jeopardize 
the future and 
happiness of your 
friends.
 Now what do you have to 
say?" 
"Man, have you got a smoke?" I 
think I need 
one bad," replied the 
shaken 
victim.  
That afternoon with 
one  sprained 
ankle and three burned 
or bitten 
fingers Bungel
 reconsidered 
his 
tactics.
 
"I 
don't 
think 
I'm 
getting  
through
 
to
 them,"
 he 
admitted
 to 
Hoburp.
 "I 
guess 
I'll 
just
 have
 to 
charm  
them," 
he said
 flashing
 a 
toothy  
smile  into
 the 
mirror  
as
 he 
straightened
 his tie.
 
Jack 
strolled  into the library
 and 
approached
 an attractive 
young 
coed. 
"Hellos,  attractive 
young 
uss 
coed,"  he said pulling 
up a chair. 
"Hi," she 
replied.  
"My 
name is 
John
 Bungel, 
but  
you can call 
me
 Jack." 
"Fine,"
 she 
replied
 lighting 
another 
cigarette.  
"How can you 
disease your 
breast 
... er chest, taint your  
breath and yellow 
your  fingertips 
like that?," 
Bungel  asked, flashing 
another toothy 
smile. 
"Hey, are you some 
kind of Jesus 
freak?" she replied. 
"Oh no, I'm 
just a regular 
guy," 
said
 Jack. 
"Well let me 
tell  you, you're not 
going to 
pick up anybody
 with a 
line
 like that," 
she said. 
And she left.
 
That night a downtrodden Jack 
lamented, "I'm ready to give up, 
Hoburp.
 There's no way I can 
enforce a smoking ban against 
such a stubborn 
group." 
"Perhaps  not," agreed Heart -
burns. "But I have an idea to limit 
smoking. 
"Only the top 75 per cent of a 
class will be allowed to smoke. The 
bottom 25 per cent will have
 to wait 
or go elsewhere. We can call it the 
75-25 Study State Policy."
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Fonda,  
Seale
 
speeches
 
might  be 
cancelled
 
By 
Norman  
Martin
 
Scheduled
 
appearances
 
by
 Jane 
Fonda
 and 
Bobby 
Seale 
at 
SJSU 
this 
semester
 may
 be 
cancelled
 
following
 
a tie 
vote 
of
 
the 
A.S. 
Forum 
Board  
this
 
week.  
Bobby 
Seale,
 a 
Black  
leader  
in the 
Oakland
 area,
 was
 
scheduled
 
for 
April  18. 
Jan 
Fonda,  a 
member
 of 
the 
Indo-
China 
peace 
campaign,
 
was to 
appear
 May
 8. 
Members  
of the 
program  
commission  
would 
like 
to
 have 
both 
speakers  
appear,
 but 
some
 feel
 that 
remaining
 funds
 
should
 be 
spent 
on
 a 
speaker
 
of
 a 
non-political
 nature.
 
Gaimon
 
Gamon,
 A.S. 
Program
 
Commission  
chairwoman
 is 
one member that 
would like to see 
a variety. Some 
students  
just  aren't 
interested
 in political
 speakers, she 
said. 
"If we have both 
Fonda and Seale, we 
will not have funds to 
provide an alternative
 to political speakers,"
 she explained. 
Sonny 
Cogo,member of 
the forum board, 
would  like to see 
both of the 
shows  implemented. 
"I don't want to 
be put in a position
 where I have to 
make a 
choice.
 I think both 
shows  would be 
succesful,"  he 
said.  
Cogo 's feelings
 are shared 
by Ted Gehrke,
 Program Com-
mission 
adviser.  He said 
SJSU
 has had an 
abundance of 
political
 speakers, 
and they are 
always well 
attended.  
Secondhand
 
book stores offer 
variety  
"Students
 seem to 
have  a real 
interest  in this 
type of 
program,"  he 
explained. 
"My 
feelings  are, if we can 
finds way to budget them both 
and 
still  provide a 
"lighter"
 speaker then 
I would like 
to do it," he said. 
Firouz Sedarat, member of the Social Awareness Series 
programming
 group, is trying to find an alternative
 funding 
method. 
"We have been contacting various groups on campus
 to see 
if 
they 
would  be 
interested
 in 
co
-sponsoring
 
the  
program,"
 
he 
said. 
Arrangements  
have  already 
been made 
to work 
with  a 
Berkeley 
group  on the 
Fonda 
program.
 The 
plan  is to 
have
 
her speak at 
SJSU and 
Berkeley
 the same 
day. The actress
 
has 
agreed
 to do such 
a program for
 substantially 
less than 
her 
regular  fee. 
"I
 hope we can
 find an 
accommodation  
so that we 
can 
bring 
both
 Seale and
 Fonda," 
said  Sedarat.
 "But like 
everyone
 
else, I 
believe
 we 
must
 also 
provide
 speakers 
that
 
are not
 of a 
political
 
nature."  
Buried
 
treasures
 
fill
 
many
 dusty 
shelves
 
Gall  
Wesson  
Where in San
 Jose can one 
find "Lord 
Kalvan 
of Other 
Where"
 or 
"Crane
-Valves,
 
Fittings  
Piping 
Plumbing,
 
Heating,
 Mill 
Goods, Tools 
etc.?"
 
Neither
 probably 
made
 the 
New 
York Times 
Book  List, 
but 
both  are 
available  at 
one  
of two
 campus 
area  second 
hand 
book  stores. 
Recycle 
Books 
and 
Woodruff  St 
Thush 
Twice 
Read
 Books 
are the 
homes 
for
 used 
books 
until the
 
collector
 or 
avid  
reader
 
discovers
 them. 
"We are 
primarily  a high
 
volume 
quality  used 
book 
store,"
 said 
Lloyd  
Martin
 
manager 
of Recycle 
Books 
at 23.5 S. First
 St. 
Martin  said, 
"This  is a 
fairly new type
 of used book 
store 
operation."  
The stereotype 
of
 the used 
book store 
is
 a dusty old 
place 
where  the owner 
buys
 
used books 
without
 concern 
for 
resale,
 he explained. 
Three -year -old 
Recycle 
011 
r Li   -1 
i
 
ri 
sc. 
''Ti/0 714 
,==  
,, 1111 ft, 
Twice
-read  
David Reyes 
books are 
crowded,
 but in 
subject
 order 
Books
 is based 
on
 the tenets 
of the owner,
 Pat Hayes,
 who 
selectively  
buys  used 
books 
and then
 sells them
 at low 
prices. 
Most old 
style 
book 
operations 
don't 
deal
 with 
paperbacks,  
said
 Martin. 
Recycle 
books 
has  all 
kinds 
of
 used books
 which 
are 
alphabetized  
by author 
within 
subject  
categories.  
Martin 
said a 
particular  
speciality
 is in 
science  fic-
tion 
books. 
''We  
have
 
probably
 the 
largest 
selection  
of
 science
 fiction
 on 
the West 
Coast."  
Faculty
 
committee  proposes policy change 
"Lord Kalvan
 of Other 
When" is one
 example. The
 
author, 
H.
 Beam Piper,
 is a 
minor 
science  fiction
 author, 
but 
Martin  says he 
has "kind 
of a minor 
cult  around here. 
This particular
 paperback 
originally
 cost 40 cents but is 
now out
 of print and 
sells  for 
$4. 
Except for rare books -out 
of print -most sell for 50 per 
cent of the original price. 
Martin said the store has a 
buy back policy for books. A 
seller who brings in 
a book 
originally priced at $1.95 
will
 
receive 39 cents in cash or 58 
cents
 trade. 
Twice Read Books at 81 E. 
San  Fernando 
St.  has a 
different 
buy back policy, 
according  to 
part
 owner 
Craig Thush.
 Thush said the 
buyback 
price depends on 
the 
book.   
"I look at it and determine
 
if I think it can 
be resold," he 
explained.
 "You buy 
what
 
you know people 
are going to 
buy 
from you." 
Books are organized by 
subject and are 
stacked on 
shelves
 from the wooden 
floor to the 15 foot ceiling. 
Other
 tall stacks by the cash 
register await 
processing.  
Customers 
can use an 
available ladder to reach the 
upper shelves to browse, but 
if they know what 
they  want, 
Thush said he usually knows
 
right where 
the  book is. 
Thush has been with the 
store for about 10 
years.  It 
was started by his grand-
father in 1928. 
"One 
of the 
charming 
things
 about
 a store 
like this 
is that 
it is 
crowded,"  
said  
Thush's
 wife 
Sandy.  
"People  
like
 to 
poke
 
around
 and 
see 
what  
we
 
have."
 
The store doesn't focus on 
the current books as 
much as 
"things that I know from 
almost 15 years of ex-
perience what 
people  want," 
explained
 Thush. 
Twice Read
 Books also 
carries
 old magazines and 
comics. 
Both stores offer a little of 
everything. They have 
rare  
books but they aren't
 a 
speciality 
according  to both 
men. 
For the student
 who want a 
book
 to read or for a class 
both stores have a wide 
selection. 
Other book
 stores must 
change stock 
with the 
Students  
discuss 
smoking
 
controversy  
By Valarie Melnroy 
"Your rights end where
 
mine begin." 
And that,
 according to one 
non-smoking  
SJSU  male, 
sums up 
the campus smoker 
vs.  non-smoker 
controversy.  
Fifteen 
students  met 
Tuesday 
afternoon  to 
discuss  
what  they term the 
plight of 
the non-smoking 
student  and 
to organize 
a group favoring 
a proposed change
 in 
university
 policy that would 
restrict smoking on campus. 
The 
Academic  Council 
budget and 
plant committee 
has proposed to change the 
wording in 
the Staff 
Reference Book to read 
"University policy 
prohibits
 
smoking in 
any  college 
classroom, auditorium, rest 
room, corridor of 
elevator."
 
The staff manual now 
refers to "a 
college custom" 
dissuading 
smoking
 in those 
places. 
The
 budget and 
plant 
committee
 has asked the
 
A.S. 
Council to obtain 
student views 
on the 
proposed 
change in 
policy  
before
 
submitting
 the 
proposal
 to 
the 
entire 
Academic 
Council
 and SJSU 
President
 John H. 
Bunzel.  
"There 
is not the 
slightest 
intent  to 
legislate  for 
moral  
reasons,
 nor for 
the purpose
 
of protecting 
students,
 who, 
knowing the 
consequences  
choose to smoke," said 
Arnold H. 
Scheen, chairman 
of the budget and plant 
committee. 
Scheen said the 
committee
 
is not 
acting  from a parental 
role, but is 
"reacting
 to 
protests  against smoking in 
classroom originating from 
students. 
"There is intent, however, 
to protect a captive 
classroom group-students 
who must be 
present -who 
with good reason object to 
health hazards thrust upon 
them by smokers," added 
Scheen. 
At Tuesday's meeting, 
called by Carol Ann 
Pulskamp 
who has been 
actively 
seeking
 change in 
campus policy regarding 
smoking, students 
emphasized that 
their  ob-
jection to smoke is based on 
physical discomfort, not 
simply personal taste. 
"Smokers don't accept
 
that they are actually 
causing ill health in 
others,"
 
said SJSU student Susie 
Thompson, a registered 
nurse. 
Thompson said she has a 
clinically proven allergy 
to 
tobacco. She said that if she 
is in a room with smokers for 
30 minutes or 
more she must 
take 
medication 
for that 
allergy. 
Students 
also discussed
 the 
safety 
factor  of 
cigarettes  in 
narrow confines
 and the 
incidence 
of
 material 
damage  to 
the clothing
 of 
both 
smokers and
 non-
smokers
 caused 
by
 careless 
smokers. 
On the 
blackboard
 was a 
list of 
pros and 
cons of 
smoking
 in public 
compiled 
by
 Pulskamp. 
The  list said 
smoking  
provides
 pleasure 
or a "fix" for
 a minority, 
while 
discomforting  
the 
majority.
 Smoking
 also 
increases  the 
level  of carbon
 
Home
 Economics
 
Building
 to 
stay 
The 
Home  
Economics  
buildings,  
an
 SJSU 
land-
mark,  will 
not  be 
sacrificed
 
for the 
new 
library.  
Plans had 
orginally 
called  
for 
the demolition
 of the 
building, but Elveda Smith,
 
chairman 
of the 
Home
 
Economics  
department,  has
 
been informed
 the 
building  
would  remain. 
The Home
 Economics
 
Department  will
 remain in 
the building.
 
Instead, 
areas to 
be 
demolished 
will  be Building
 
and 
Grounds,  the 
Reserve 
Book Room 
and  Building R, 
which 
houses  
undergraduate  
studies, 
Veterans 
Affairs
 
and the Learning 
Center.  
The  Home 
Economics 
buildings will not sit 
dor-
mant, 
however,  said Angelo
 
Centanni,
 
building  
Coor-
dinator. 
Plans  
include  
ex-
tensive
 interior
 
remodeling  
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San
 
JOSe 
with 
some 
exterior 
alterations. 
The 
play area
 for the 
children's 
laboratory, 
a 
program
 
where  
students  
work 
with  
pre-school  
aged  
children,
 will get 
a new roof
 
that will 
harmonize
 with the
 
style of 
the 
building.
 
In addition
 to 
covering  
the  
playground  
equipment,
 
which 
will  allow 
children 
to 
play 
outside  during
 winter, 
the roof
 will 
give
 extra 
space 
to the 
area. 
Inside  
plans 
for 
remodeling  
include  two
 
lecture 
class 
rooms,
 five 
laboraties  
and 22 
faculty 
offices on the first floor, with 
five laboratories and one 
seminar classroom on the 
second
 floor. 
Centanni added that there 
will be general improvement 
to bring the building up to the 
current safety 
code 
regulations.  
The  Home 
Economics
 
Department
 
was  
consulted  
about the 
alterations,  ac-
THE
 
ORIGINAL  
3 STRIPE 
SHOE
 
11(r4
 
\'1,,ptr, I 
late November or early 
December 
of this year." 
Completion of the 
(0) 
0 
cording
 to Smith. 
Originally,  the department
 
had 
wanted
 the roof over the 
children's 
laboratory to 
serve as an 
observation
 
room, but "the 
age and the 
structure of the building 
prevented this," explained 
Smith.
 
Smith also said the Home 
Economics Department is 
now in 
the 
process
 of 
preparing 
for 
the 
rehabilitated 
building and
 
planning  for 
a 
temporary
 
move to 
the Old 
Science 
building 
while 
the 
im-
provements  
are  being 
made. 
"Our 
only  
problem
 now,"
 
added 
Smith, 
"is that
 we 
don't
 know 
yet 
where  
the
 
children's
 laboratory
 will 
be 
during 
this interim
 period
 we 
are 
in
 the 
Old 
Science  
building." 
According
 to 
Centanni,
 
"The 
preliminary
 plans 
have 
been
 completed
 and 
by mid 
July 
we
 expect
 to have
 the 
plans  up 
for 
contract
 bid,
 
with 
construction
 to 
begin  by 
ALL SIZES 
;1,, 1110 lundok 
adidas,
 
THE 
INSTEP
 
remodeling will take ap-
proximately one year,
 he 
said. 
What  
is 
your
 
favorite
 
kind?
 
 CANVAS   
Buy 
the  roll 
(or 
yard) 
PRIMED OR 
UNPRIMED 
STRETCHED 
OR PANELS 
Artists' canvas is 
usually
 made of 
hemp, 
jute, flax or 
cotton, The extra 
heavy 
hemp  and lute 
are generally 
nmerved for murals 
A choice material 
is 
flax (linen). Irish and 
Itelglan
 linen have 
a 
good
 reputation
 for 
weave and priming 
Cotton  (duck)   
of
 course, is 
dm most 
popular and lowest
 
In 
price  
monoxide  
and 
pollutants
 in the
 air. 
other 
current 
demand  but 
Martin 
said the 
second 
hand  book 
stores can 
keep
 books that 
were out 
last  year and 
still in 
demand
 this year. 
Both  stores 
also  have 
some
 
more 
unusual  
offerings.
 
From 
Twice Read 
Books a 
copy 
of "Polks 
San  Jose City 
Directory 
1949-50"  listing 
the  
San Jose
 metropolitan
 
population
 as 
193,593.
 
Breaking  it 
down  to a 99 
per 
cent White 
population and 
"less than 1 per cent 
Colored." 
"The  Short Reign of Pippin 
IV: A Fabrication" is 
Recycle Books
 offering. An 
illustration 
on the 
cover  
looks
 like something 
out of a 
Doonesbury 
comicbut  the 
author?
 
John
 Steinbeck. 
"Even the name John 
Steinbeck didn't do anything 
for it," Martin joked. 
i 
Tell 
the old 
lady in 
your  life 
where  to go April 6 
Old 
Lady 
Day. Spartan Daily Classified
 277-3175. 
Show  someone you care, 
show them by remember-
ing that special day. Send 
an 
Anniversary  message 
thru the Spartan Daily 
Classified 277-3175. 
Don't depend 
on 10 people 
a day to 
answer your 
message  
from a bulletin
 board. Depend
 
on the 
Spartan  Daily 
Classified  
277.3175.  
BIKE  
INSURANCE
 
Applications now 
available
 in the 
-business-office  
and 
the 
information
 
desk in the 
student  
union.  
10% 
to 
30%  
DISCOUNT
 
ON 
ALL 
FAMOUS
 
BRANDS
 
Cameras Enlargers Projectors 
Film Darkroom Supplies Accessories 
Developing & Printing 
SAN 
JOSE
 
CAMERA
 
245 So. First 295-8591 
i 
1 
4( 
* 
It 
* 
: 
* 
* 
ir 
* 
it 
* TODAY
 IS THE DEADLINE 
lc 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
FOR
 CANDIDATES
 APPLICATIONS
 * 
* 
* 
: 
: 
* 
IN 
THE  
UPCOMING  
4. 
I 
ASSOCIATED  
STUDENTS 
ELECTIONS
 
i/
 
* 
Are  You 
Qualified
 to be a 
Candidate?  
* 
i
  
iQualifications:
 
* 
i1.
 
Students
 
shall  be in clear academic standing at the time of
 elec-
tion
 to office and throughout their entire tenure of office. 
2. No student shall hold more than 
one  A.S. office, excluding
 
* 
committee memberships, during the tenure of office. 
3. Each Student Council member shall be a bona fide member of 
i 
ithe
 
Lower,
 Upper,
 or 
Graduate
 Division that he 
represents  dur-
ing the major portion of tenure of said office. 
* 
1 
I 
4. Executive officers shall have attained at least Upper Division 
standing before the first day of October following elections. 
5. All officers shall maintain at least six (6)  units of credit at the 
time of selection and during the tenure of 
office.
 
i 
* 
i 
*NOTE:
 Recent 
re-
garding 
qualifications  
differs  from 
Associated 
Students  
quali
 
1 
edict  by 
Chancellor's  
Council
 of 
Presidents  
* 
I 
fications
 in that 
candidate  
must
 have earned
 no fewer 
than 14 
units during
 12 months
 previous to 
being a 
candidate.  In ad-
dition, 7 
units  must be 
carried  by the 
candidate  during
 the 
semester  of the 
election  and 
through  the 
term
 of office if 
elec-
ted at a 2.0 G.P.A. 
1 
li 
i 
1( 
ig 
* 
I( 
: 
*Applications
 are available and must
 be filed by today in 
the  
: 
* 
Associated 
Students  Office, 3rd 
Floor,
 College Union. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
 
* 
. 
* 
* 
..CALL 277-3201 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
; 
FOR 
MORE
 
INFORMATION.
 
* 
* 
; 
* 
* 
I 
I 
i 
r**************************************
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Food drive 
to 
support
 
farm
 
strike
 
SJSU's  
Farmworker  
Support
 
Committee
 is 
sponsoring 
a canned food
 
drive  for 
farmworkers
 in the 
Coachella
 Valley, according 
to Cecilia 
Ramos, a support 
committee spokeswoman. 
Collection boxes for the 
food
 drive have
 been set 
up 
in 
the Mexican 
American
 
Graduate
 Studies 
MAGS)
 
office, the School 
of
 Social 
Work
 and the Health Science
 
Building at 
Ninth and San 
Carlos streets, the Sociology 
Department
 office and the 
Educational Opportunity 
Program
 EOP i office 
at
 
Ninth and 
San Fernando 
streets. 
During spring vacation the 
support  committee will take 
the food to the farmworkers 
in 
Coachella  on a "food drive 
caravan," Ramos
 said. 
The 
support  committee is 
also continuing
 a boycott of 
Gallo and 
Almaden
 wines 
and urges all members of the 
community
 not to cross a 
UFW picket
 line, 
she  said. 
The support committee 
meets at 5 p.m. Wednesdays
 
in 
the Costanoan Room on 
the second 
level  of the 
Student Union, according to 
Ramos.  
Hundreds
 01 
Al0OPICall students 
placed
 in 
RECOGNIZED  
OVERSEAS
 
MEDICAL  
SCHOOLS  
through
 Brood!
 
For
 the session starting July, 
1974.  
Furomed will assist 
Qualified
 Amer-
ican  students in gaining admission
 
to recognized 
overseas medical 
schools. 
And that's just the beginning. 
Inns
 
lee  language bar,er 
constArres  
Me 
preponderate  0.11.,ty rn succeed 
ing at a lore gr. sorool,
 ire 
tirromed 
prog,ann,ioo,nui,desan
 
12.16 week rned.eal and conversa-
tional language
 eautse 
mandator,  for 
all students Five hours dairy 5 days 
Pm 
week .12.16 
weeko1 
the course is 
given in 
the country
 where 
the  Student
 
will attend nietheill School. 
In addleon.
 Sunned
 rovales stu 
dents  with
 a 12-16 
meek  
intensive cur 
tura, orientatron
 program, out, Arner 
ocan 
studentS
 now
 studying 
medicine  
in that pante., [Stunt,' serene as 
counsetOrS. 
Sent.,  or graduate students currently 
enrolled in an enter,an  untstlioll ate 
eligible to participate in the (owned 
For 
application  and 
torther  
rntorrnafrOn, 
phone 
loll  free.  
(800) 645-1234 
in 
Neer York 
State
 
Phone
 
(516) 
746.2380
 
or 
write,  
Euromed, Ltd. 
170 Old Country load 
Mineola
 An 11501 
Chris  
Kidwell
 
Dr. Ronald 
Stecker 
and  
bees 
'Jerry likes
 ice cream, sex' 
Man  
can 
learn  from 
Big 
Basin  
will reopen 
swarm
 
of 
honey  bees 
for 
Easter  
By Geri Remeley 
On the
 top of the south 
wing of the old science 
building, Dr. Ronald Stecker 
fearlessly, 
pulls  from one of 
his hives, a frame, covered 
with a mass of honey bees, 
for his students to examine. 
The class 
is
 Entomology 
196, honey
 bee behavior. No 
pre -requisites are required 
for this two -unit course of-
fered in the 
spvring,  which 
involves one lecture and one 
lab with the 
bees a week. 
Stecker sprayed a can of 
smoke into the hives before 
pulling out the frames, ex-
plaining that the smoke 
makes them more docile. 
The  
students
 appear 
very 
relaxed as the bees flew 
around them, 
but  a couple do 
wear a netted protective 
guard over their 
heads.  
No one 
hardly  ever gets 
stung, according to Stecker. 
"With a little
 experience it is 
easy to convert people to bee 
lovers", he said. 
These remarkable insects 
work very hard and man 
benefits greatly by it, he 
explained.
 
"To make one pound of 
honey, it takes a bee 70 to 80 
thousand flights, the 
equivalent of 
traveling
 twice 
around
 the world. 
The bees produce wax at 
night 
which  man uses for 
smokeless candles and 
crayons, said Stecker. 
Stecker
 has about six 
hives. The bees 
swarm  
outside 
the old science 
building, because of the 
flowering trees, and he 
gathers them up 
into  a box 
and takes them to the roof. 
The bees will leave their
 
roof top hives in mass if their 
queen does. 
"Once they established 
residence in Dr. Bunzel's
 
office," said Stecker. 
He
 
captured them by gathering 
them up in a screen. 
Stecker inherited the bee 
hives from Dr. Frank Gale, 
of the
 Natural Science 
Department. The hives have 
been  in existence for about 15 
years. 
The
 new class on honey 
bee behavior 
is considered a 
success, according 
to 
Stecker. 
"When  the 
students  get 
through,  they
 should be 
able 
to 
maintain  
their  own 
hives",  he 
said. 
Stecker 
warned 
that  
people
 should not 
start  hives 
unless they 
plan to 
maintain
 
them,
 because the
 bees can 
get out 
of
 hand. 
Prof 
finds
 
sexism
 
in 
text
 
books  
Changing 
her  voice from 
that
 of a college professor to 
that of an elementary school 
teacher while reading stories 
of Jerry and Janet, Dr. 
Celeste Brody pointed out 
subtle sexist attitudes in 
elementary 
readers.  
"Sexism  is the most un-
conscious of the isms," said 
Brody, who is the coor-
dinator of 
Women's 
Professional
 Concerns 
Committee. 
In "Jerry and the 
Girls"
 
Jerry 
doesn't  like girls and 
leaves whenever they come. 
But when the girls go to 
get  
ice 
cream  Jerry goes 
because
 he likes ice cream 
even if he doesn't like girls. 
"Jerry doesn't like girls, 
but boy, does 
Jerry  like 
sex," said Brody carrying 
the subtle connection
 beyond 
grammar
 school. 
Brody also used slides 
showing exerpts from 
California elementary test 
Americas' 
week
 
ends
 
with  
music  
Pan American week 
concludes tonight with 
a 
program of musical 
en-
tertainment at 7 p.m, in the 
S.U. Loma Prieta Room. 
Margot, a singer from 
Venezuela,
 will perform a 
variety of Latin American 
songs.  
Also performing will be 
Los
 Rancheros, a local 
mariachi group, and Los 
Bailerines de Sunnyvale. 
The sponsors of the event, 
La Casa Hispanica
 de San 
Jose, also 
plan to have a 
Latin dance combo. 
Admission 
is $1.50. 
books to 
illistrate  
sexist
 
tendencies.  
"In 
teaching the basic 
skills  of reading and
 writing, 
the 
content
 of the material
 is 
often
 over -looked,"
 warned 
Brody 
as she flipped 
the 
projector to 
Mark.  
Mark is the 
energetic  little 
boy 
who's busy building
 a 
car 
while his sister is 
in the 
house 
helping  mother bake
 a 
cake for 
daddy. 
Mother is 
always
 doing 
something
 throughout
 the 
series with 
"that  skin flap 
that ties in 
back"   the 
apron, she
 said. 
Daddy is the 
"heavy" who 
drives up, walks 
in and takes 
over 
Texts not 'truth' 
"The danger is that texts 
are accepted as truth by 
children who try to conform 
with the roles portrayed," 
said Brody.
 
Not that a girl can't grow 
up to 
be an attractive 
homebody, but other options 
should be open without 
Spartaguide
 
TODAY 
CHRISTIAN  SCIENCE
 
ORGANIZATION 
meets 
tonight at 
7:30 in the 
College
 
Chapel.
 
U.S. 
CHINA  FRIENDSHIP 
ASSOCIATION meets 
tonight at 
7:30  in the S.U. 
Guadalupe  Room. 
"GRAPES OF WRATH"
 will 
be
 shown today at 
3:30
 p.m. 
Morris Dailey 
Auditorium.  
The movie, which is free, is 
sponsored 
by Phi Sigma 
Alpha, the SJSU English 
Department 
and the 
Steinbeck Center. 
TOMORROW 
VIETNAMESE
 STUDENTS 
ASSOCIATION  
meets 
tonight
 at 7:30 in BC 15. 
Celeste
 Brody 
negative
 conotations, 
said
 
Brody. 
In 
a survey of California
 
elementary texts,
 girls or 
women were portrayed in 
26 
various 
roles, whereas 
boys 
or men were 
shown 157 
different ones, she
 said. 
"Men 
suffer from this 
unconscious
 indoctrination, 
too," said Brody. 
In all 
the  stories it was the 
little girl and not her brother
 
who cuddles 
with  daddy or 
cries. 
Questioning needed 
"I suggest 
to
 teachers that 
they 
point  out sexist 
examples and have the
 
children 
question  them," 
suggested Brody. 
Is this so? 
Is 
this real? 
Is this the way it should 
be? 
Brody found that when she 
asked 
high school and 
college students to divide a 
list of chores between two 
working people living 
together
 the division varied 
according to the 
sex  of the 
couple. 
Usually its assumed 
they're two kids of the
 same 
sex and the chores are 
divided according 
to their 
working hours. 
But when those 
questioned  
Remember a loved one's 
Birthday.
 Spartan Daily 
Classified 
277-3175. 
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SKIS:
 
HEAD 
LANGE  
SPALDING 
ERBACHER
 
Example: 
LANGE
 
LC
 
Reg $150 
Sale $75 
FINAL
 
SKI
 
CLEARANCE
 
Must  
make 
room 
for 
Backpacking
 & 
Camping
 
Up
 to 50%
 Off on 
All Ski 
Equipment
 
BOOTS:
 
HEAD 
CABER
 
LANGE 
KOFLACH 
Example: 
HEAD 
Air Boots 
Reg $140 
Sale  
$70  
BINDINGS: 
BESSER 
SALOMON
 
GERTSCH
 
GRAND PRIX 
Example:  
SALOMON 404-R 
Reg $50 Sale $25 
SALE
 
RUNS:  
Thursday, 
April 4th
 thru Sunday, April 7th 
SPORT
 
SHOP
 
OPEN
 
MON., 
THURS.,
 FRI. 
9 to 9 
TUES.,
 WED., 
SAT. 
9 to 6 
SUNDAY
 
10-4  
3020 
ALUM 
ROCK
 
AVE., SAN 
JOSE,  CA. 926-3020 
find
 the ..:ouple is a male and 
female living 
together
 the 
diviision
 is re-evaluated. 
If the couple is married 
more 
shifts are usually 
made, reported Brody who 
cited the survey as an 
example of our role in-
doctrination. 
The reopening of Big Basin 
Redwood and 
Portola  state 
parks is scheduled this 
weekend in time for SJSU's 
Easter break, according to a 
park spokesman. 
The parks were severely 
damaged 
in early January 
by 
a forceful rain storm 
which 
caused
 mud slides and 
broken and
 fallen trees. 
Many SJSU students were 
partly 
responsible for 
the  
parks
 reopening after
 
volunteers 
helped  members 
of the Sierra Club and the 
Semperviren Fund with
 the 
cleanup projects. 
EXCLUSIVE 
DEALERSHIP
 
BURT 
RETRACTABLE 
SKI II/SINGS  
Irnagina tailing OF on 
inadrer-
tont rola,. and 
then  haying 
the binding 
oulomaticcilly
 re-
turn the Ski to your ti001 
SKI  RENTALS 
029Qiitlei 
pWrisS 
ro;ow San Carlos 
San 
Jos,
 Cast 
40,26 
9e00 
275.9,00 
SS 
... 
The 
woman
 who 
has 
lived it all now 
writes about 
From 
Hegel
 to Sartre 
and from
 Marx to Mao 
by Raya Dunayevskaya 
A lifelong Marxist, writer, and former secretary to Leon 
Trotsky, Raya Dunayevskaya offers a 
philosophy  of 
liberationa theory of 
revolution  grounded in practice 
and by which, in turn, practice can be guided. 
"An extraordinary work ...of great theoretical and 
political
 importance."
 
Erich
 Fromm 
A Dolts Paperback $2.95 
(Delacorle Press 
hardcover  S8 951  
DELL PUBLISHING
 
CO.
 INC 
Available  at your local bookstore 
WWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW
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Goodf'.',7""'"'
  cQc 
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mono, t -o riec,e, 
gill
 
1 "400" or 
"301"  
P.D. 
SALES 
OPEN 
'til 9 
DAILY,  
SATURDAYS
 
9 to 
6 
OPEN 
SUNDAYS
 
10 to 
5 
BACK
 
PACKS
 
DOWN  
BAGS  
MITS-TARPS
 
STOVES
 
LANTERNS 
FISIRIOROATS
 
Paean 
5.1 
TROUT  NETS 
1
 
99,  
KID'S 
FISHING 
SET 
t,;..','",tri`"
 
3.99
 
BANIWNIUCARD
 
MASTERCHARGE
 
lot NATIONAL
 
MITCHELL
 
FISHING
 REEL 
Coonpgeel 
PENN
 
"60"
 
SALT  WATER
 
REEL 'N 
ROD 
1999 
S 
30 
0 
c1.
  ad 
a..<1  
SPIN CAST IEB. 
ROE
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wth
 b5,, belt n9C 
nereated. 7 
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=mem 
99
 ONLY 
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so--
_,
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'1 
lOve
 ny Pe,
 
icen0y
 
"FREE 
PARKING
 
IN REAR 
WADERS
 
FleN141GRODS
 
SAVE
 
so% 
PDSDIATENST
 
SPIN RODS! BAIT 
CAST RODS! 
SURE RODS! FLY RODS! up 
alp Special Group. 
to 
1299 
EL 
(AMINO
 
REM. 
1299
 EL (AMINO
 REAL
  
MOUNTAIN  VIEW 
Open Doily 
to 9
-Sat.
 9 
to 
6 -Sun. 10 to 
5 
967-5709
 
p-
siso 
4 
1974
 
Pointer
 
Sisters  
coming
 to 
S.J.Civic
 
Oakland's
 
is
 
n 
Pointer
 
Sisters
 
will  
grace  
their
 San
 
Jose
 
neighbors
 at 
8 
p.m.
 
April  
26 
at 
San  
Jose 
Civic
 
Auditorium,
 
showing
 
their
 
versatility
 
and
 
just 
plain
 
having
 
fun. 
The 
feminine
 
foursome
 
is 
well  
known
 
for 
their
 
glad-
rags
 
style  
of 
dress  
and 
their
 
songs,
 
full 
of 
"campy"
 
rock
 
spiced
 
with
 a 
touch  
of 
rhythym
 
and 
blues.  
The
 
Pointers  
have 
backed
 
DRIVE-INS
 
Open
 at 7 15 
Show 
start, at 
745 
k Children under 12 Nee 
t: EL 
RANCHO  
290-2041
 
P0100 0" 
bi 
Fantily 
Entertainment
 
Nell
 Disney's
 
ALICE IN 
WONDERLAND  
CHARLEY'S
 
ANGELS"
 
e 
PG" 
BLOODY
 PIT OF HORROR
 
'TER 
ROB
 
CREATURES  
FROM 
THE GRAVE" 
"VAMPIRE BEASTS 
CRAVE BLOOD" 
961A 
A.G.   
C0"01 
258-8144 
Rated  
fet  ' 
Al 
Peon.  
"SERPICO" 
"BANG THE 
DRUMS  
SLOWLY"
 
TROPICAIRE
 
No. 2 
C  
758 BIM
 
 
"SPIRITS OF 
THE  DEAD" 
"CRIMSON CULT"
 
"WITCHCRAFT '70" 
"SIMON, KING OF WITCHES"
 
up 
such 
big 
names  
as
 Boz 
Scaggs,
 Dave 
Mason
 and 
Tower of 
Power, 
to
 name a 
few.
 
Tickets
 for the 
concert 
are 
now 
on 
sale  at 
the 
Auditorium's  
box  
office,
 
Penninsula
 Box 
office, 
Macy 's
 and 
all 
Ticketron
 
Outlets.  
Flamenco
 
guitarist
 
at
 
Mon 
talvo 
Flamenco
 
guitarist,  
Simon  
Grimes,
 
professionally
 
known
 as 
Brujo
 de 
Los 
Flamencos
 
will  be 
per-
forming
 
Sunday,
 
4 p.m.
 in 
the 
Carriage
 House
 at 
Villa 
Montalvo's
 
center
 
for fine 
arts in 
Saratoga.
 
Tickets
 
will
 be 
sold  at 
the 
door.  
$1
 for 
students
 with 
student
 
body
 
cards.  
ntia, 
Rna,_ 
SAT.
 
NIGHT.815Pm
 
SUPER MODIFIED
 
SAN JOSE
 
SPEEDWAY 
(E TULLY RO.) 
251-1401  
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MI IIW 
:01IerINAL  
SAM'S:
 
 
Presents  
GARCIA 
BROS.  
1 
Fri. & Sat. 
9:30 
I 
I Get it on 
with  the sounds while enroying a cold beer, I 
I 
glass of wine, or refreshing cocktail. 
I 
I 
S I .00 CM 
CI'  
I 
911.ORIGINAL
 SAM'S 
849W. 
San 
Carlos  
. 
1NEDMIMMEIMEMINHEOMONIMINNIMINBEN1
 
Social
 
djustment
 
r 
Bud Dra f t 
3q/glass
 
Mon.
 thru Fri.
 
l:30-5:30  
P.N1. 
. 
I 
ConnE 
HERE  
MELIztfri
 
SAL'S 
SUB  
SHOP
 
858 
N.
 13th St 
289-9368  
"Jon Voight's Conroy looms
 up as lust 
about the lustiest, 
most loyful presence 
in current films"
 
. 
THE 
NFW 
YORK'  1-e 
"If this 
doesn't  leave a lump 
in your 
throat, nothing 
will  " 
 
&the,
 Roth 
446  
the"
 
'f 
IY&I'
 
President
 
of 
the.
 
united  
States
  
The  
moon
 
iS
 
Made
 
of 
green  
Chte
 
. 
The
 
E 
cyth
 
is 
f kat 
A 
week.  
has  
g 
days.
 
4110 
JON 
VOIGHT  
"CONRACK"
 
201h Century Fox 
presents
 
A MARTIN RI T T IRVING  RAVE 
TCH 
PRODUCTION
 
Also  starring 
PAUL 
WINFIELD
 and
 HUME
 
CRONYN
 
Directed
 by 
MARTIN
 RIT T 
Produced  by 
MARTIN RIT
 T 
and 
HARRIET  
FRANK
 JR 
Screenplay
 by 
IRVING  
RAVE
 
TCH  8 
HARRIET
 
FRANK
 JR 
Based 
on
 the 
book  The  
Wafer
 is Wide 
by
 PAT
 CONROY 
Music 
JOHN  
WILLIAMS 
PANAVISION
 COLOR
 BY DE LUXE' 
PG ..=.nr..."="1"-
 
STARTS  
WEDNESDAY
 
4/10
 ifik 
METRO  
EMPIRE
 
PLAZA
 
1 
  ALSO 
AT 
THESE BAT
 AREA
 
THEATRES
   
- 
EAST
 
RAT  SAN JOSE 
PARKWAY
 
T 
hafit,  
,.r 
-
 
I CENTURE
 
20A 
FESTIVAL
 
Cinema
 
MN..., 
PENINSULA
 
FESTIVAL
 
Cinema
 
re,. CINEMA 
Hillsdale
 
Mate..  
CAPRI 
Theatre
 
( 
eeti:  
riril 
FINE
 ARTS 
Theatr
 Palo 
Alto  
Notod 
composer  
featured  
Excitement
 
in
 
Symphony
 
By John 
Brayfield  
Two 
outstanding
 
members 
of the 
SJSU  
music 
departmentone
 a 
nationally
 
recognized
 
composer 
and the other
 a 
much -honored 
18 -year -old 
student  
pianisthigh-
lighted the 
SJSU Sym-
phony 
Orchestra's  spring 
performance  
Tuesday 
night.
 
The 
performance,  
presented
 in the 
SJSU 
Concert 
Hall, 
opened  with 
the 
"Overture
 and 
Allagro,  
La 
Sultane" by 
Couperin-
Milhaud 
played by 
the  
orchestra,  and 
conducted 
by Robert
 Manning.
 
Sultane"
 was
 
originally  
written  as 
a 
sonata  for 
two
 violins, 
two 
cellos  and 
a bass. 
The  piece 
was 
performed
 by the
 
entire  
orchestra
 and 
the 
added 
strings, 
brass,
 and 
percussion  
instruments
 
brought 
a vibrant 
air of 
excitement  to 
the 
generally
 
quite 
work. 
"La  
Sultane"
 opened 
with a 
nobel 
grave  
movement,
 an allegro 
and 
a 
symbolic  air tenere.
 
A 
short  
dialogue
 
between
 
the  
cellos
 and
 the 
violins 
led 
into 
two
 
fast
 
movements
 to 
conclude  
the
 
piece. 
The 
next 
portion
 of 
the  
performance
 
featured
 
Donna  
Steoring,
 
an
 SJSU
 
music  
major  
and  
out-
standing
 
pianist,
 
playing
 
"Piano
 
Concerto
 
No.  1 in 
F 
Sharp 
Minor,"
 by 
Hach-
maninof.  f 
"Vivace,"
 the
 first
 
movement
 of 
the 
Rack-
maninoff  
piece, 
opened 
with a 
fanfare 
played 
by
 
the 
orchestra.  
Stoering,
 on 
Night life 
piano, entered on the
 third 
measure
 with a 
cadenza
 of 
descending  
double  octaves, 
grouped in triplets.
 The 
second  subject 
was  
presented and a 
brief or-
chestral
 tutti announced
 a 
lung paino
 cadenza of 
extreme
 technical
 dif-
ficulty. A short 
coda ended 
the first
 movement.
 
The 
short 
second 
movement,  
"Andante,"  in 
D, 
major,
 opened with a 
horn 
solo taken 
from the 
fourth and
 fifth 
measures  
of the 
main 
theme  
which  
the solo 
piano plays 
as the 
principal
 basis 
of the 
Donna
 
concerto.
 
The 
third 
movement,  
"Finale-Vivace,"
 
opened  
with a 
rigid, 
rhythmic  
theme. The tempo 
even-
tually slowed
 to "Allegro," 
climaxing
 in a 
melodic 
phrase for the violins. 
The
 piece 
ended 
with a 
brillant  
coda 
which
 ex-
ploited  
the  
entire
 range
 of 
the 
piano 
in a 
series 
of 
vibrant 
exchanges
 
between
 
the 
solo 
instrument
 and 
the  
full 
orchestra.
 
The third
 selection for
 
the spring 
performance
 
was 
"Suite from the 
Marriage 
at the Eiffel 
Carl 
Ricker
 
Stoeringfeatured soloist 
Tower"
 by lAmi 
Harrison.  
Harrison 
is a member
 of 
the SJSU music 
depart-
ment 
where he teaches 
composition and 
Music of 
World  Cultures. 
Harrison and Richard 
Dee were the 
featured  
narrators
 in the suite which 
was performed in pan-
tomime.
 The work, 
which  
was first written by the full 
orchestra  while the 
narrators read the parts 
of 
the actors and described 
the events taking place. 
Among the characters 
described were a bride, the 
groom, the father-in-law, a 
general, a hunter, a 
photographer and a lion. 
The SJSU Symphony 
Orchestra performed the 
musical score from the 
"Suite from the Marriage 
at the
 Eiffel Tower" so well 
that 
the narration breaks 
were more of a drag than a 
support  to the per-
formance. 
The SJSU Symphony's
 
performance  ended with 
"Lincoln 
Portrait"  by 
Aaron Copland, a moving
 
piece that describes
 in 
musical moods the life and 
personality 
of 
Abraham  
Lincoln. 
The 
music  in the opening 
section suggests
 something 
of the mysterious sense
 of 
fatality and the gentle ness 
and simplicity of spirit that 
surrounded 
Lincoln. The 
middle section 
briefly
 
sketches in the 
background
 
of 
the times in which he 
lived. 
The concluding 
section draws a 
simple
 but 
impressive frame about 
the 
works  and words of 
Lincoln himself. 
Boz and 
Bo
 rock away Bay
 
blues  
Suave jazz
-rocker
 BOZ SCAGGS will bring a touch 
of class 
to San Jose by performing at the
 Civic Auditorium Saturday 
night. 
Scaggs has recently completed a successful "black tie 
optional" stint at Oakland's Paramount Theater of the 
Arts.  
Tickets range from $9 to $6. 
Rock and blues hall-of-famer BO DIDDLEY will appear 
tonight through Saturday at the Keystone Berkeley in 
Berkeley.  
Another living legend who resides in music's pantheon, 
DIZZY GILLESPIE, will bring his jazz sound to San Fran-
cisco's Great American Music Hall. 
BUTCH WHACKS and the GLASS PACKS will channel 
their time machine
 to the rock and rollin' Fifties on Satur-
day. 
Humorist ROBERT 
KLEIN,
 is now appearing at the 
Boarding 
House, San Francisco, until 
Sunday.
 
Klein shares his own 
experiences
 in nostalgic portraits that 
ornate 
the gallery with  laughter. 
Sharing the bill with
 Klein is the lovely MELISSA MAN-
CHESTER who sings and plays 
the piano in a sultry, low 
keyed 
manner.  
After the PHAROAH 
SANDERS
 SEXTET close out their 
stay on 
Sunday
 at the Keystone Korner, 
Berkeley,  a boun-
dless stream of melodic, 
irrepressible  swing will cascade 
from the sweet 
sounding  saxophone of STAN GETZ. 
Getz and his quartet will 
open  on Tuesday and continue 
through the weekend. 
Tonight until Sunday, COUNTRY 
JOE MCDONALD and 
BARRY MELTON, 
once known as the 'Fish,' will play 
in San 
Anselmo at the Lion's 
Share.
 
McDonald  is best remembered for his 
"I-Feel-Like-I'm-
Fixin'-To-Die Rag"
 which reflected the anti -war 
sentiment  of 
the 
'60s. 
Performing Monday
 evening at the Memorial Auditorium
 
at Stanford University is 
JESSE  COLIN YOUNG. 
Young's 
former  band, the 
Youngbloods,
 composed the 
classic 
brotherly love theme
 "Get Together." 
The MARK 
NAFTALIN-MIKE BLOOMFIELD BAND will 
precede Young with 
some blues -based boogie. 
The luscious LYDIA PENSE will 
combine  her gutty vocals 
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 At
 
by Alfred J. Bru 
with her 
equally
 gutty band, COLD BLOOD, 
Monday  in 
Sunnyvale at the Odyssey Room. 
FLASH 
will
 also be in Sunnyvale tomorrow and Saturday 
at
 Andy Capps, while NORMAN 
GREENBAUM
 appears at 
the Bodega in Campbell on the same dates. 
San Jose's own SMOTHERS
 BROTHERS will quarrel over 
who Mom liked best tomorrow, Saturday and Sunday at the 
Circle Star Theater in San Carlos. 
Also from the Vegas'
 circuit, DOC SEVERINSON, the 
galloping 
gourmet  of trumpet playing and fashion 
design,  
will perform Saturday at the Flint Center 
at De Anza College. 
Santa 
Cruz's
 Catalyist Club will present the 
HOMEWRECKERS
 while Original Sams in 
San  Jose will 
feature
 the GARCIA BROTHERS
 tomorrow and Saturday. 
Appearing on the Easter Sunday
 weekend will be the ex-
Beatle and Rolling Stones session man 
BILLY  PRESTON. 
Reknowned
 as an 
organist,
 Preston has been 
booked  by the 
Circle 
Star
 Theater 
in
 San Carlos 
April 12-14. 
APITT,T)K3RAT
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Children's  drama 
work
 of 
grad  
By Joan Baldwin 
"With most kids you can 
point to a chair, tell them it's 
a rock and they'll believe it. 
Others want to be the
 rock." 
stati,d
 Rodger Webster 
who  
works with Bonds Gay 
Lewis 
creating and producing 
children's plays. 
Lewis and Webster are 
both SJSU graduates and are 
now 
working  with six current 
SJSU students in a dramatic 
ensemble 
called the 
"McGuffey Company." 
The Company's
 produc-
tions are unique
 from most 
children's
 theaters as they 
are highly improvised and 
include the 
child  in the 
production. 
"We never 
know
 from one 
performance to 
the next how 
the play will be performed." 
Webster stated. "We start 
with an idea 
and work to 
make it 
dramatic."  
The McGuffey C.,mpany 
leaves no room for ego trips 
within the ensemble
 as there 
are 
no stars. 
"Each member is 
able to 
take on all the 
parts of the 
animals, and those parts for 
women and men 
can be 
interchanged 
between  each  
member  of the same sex." 
Lewis, an enthusiastic
 
readhead, stated. 
The group not only seeks to 
entertain children, but to use 
dramatics as a 
medium to 
open up the child's ability to 
communicate. Dramatics 
are also 
being  used as a 
Join the 
Fun 
Fri & 
Sat 
Nights,
 
10:30
  12-30 
4 f 
IP.snr)-"' 
 0'1 
teaching
 
method
 
in
 the 
school
 
system.
 
Webster
 and
 
Lewis  
have  
both
 used
 
what
 
they  
call  
creative
 
dramatics
 
at
 San
 
Jose's 
Olinder 
school. 
The 
group's
 
production
 
"Imagine
 
That!"  
will 
be 
shown
 for
 
children
 
during 
Easter  
week ( April 
8-12)
 
at 
Newman
 
Center,
 79 
S. 5th 
St. 
at 
both
 10:30
 am and
 1 pm.
 
Cost 
is $1 per 
child. 
"We're 
excited 
with 
creative
 
dramatics
 
concepts
 
and all 
the  directions
 it can 
take"  Lewis 
stated. 
Ice 
Skating  
OWL 
SESSION
 
4 _4 
17-1 
east 
ridge
 
ICE
 
ARENA  
238-0440
 
room.
--1.............
 
1 THE 
MINI
 -GOURMET  ' 
 
on
 the corner 
of
 8th and Santa
 Clara 
1 
1 is a friendly place 
to
 eat with reasonable prices.' 
i 
Bring Ibis ad 
in for a free beverage!
 
1 
in 
No 
mg
 in 
in m 
1 With purchase
 of 
504
 . 
MI 
In m IN ust 
TWIN 
DRAGON  
RESTAURANT  
Corner of No. 
4th  8. Jockson 
SAN 
JOSE 
Phone 292-2773 for reservotions 
PEKING STYLE 
CUISINE   COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
Lunch 11-2 Dinner 4:30-8:30 
ALSO 
TAKE-OUT  
ORDERS  
East 
San  Jose's
 E 
avorite 
Chinese Family 
Restaurant  
The 
Art  of 
Chinese
 Cooking 
NOW 
DIEN
 SUM 
a 
DIEN SUM 15 A CHINESE 
BRUNCH FEATURING 
DELICIOUS 
CHINESE PAS-
TRY, CONSISTING OF 
SHRIMP, PORK
-FILLED  
BUNS. SWEET RICE AND 
ORIENTAL 
NOODLE 
OLIMPLINGS. 
EVERY
 
SAT.
 AND
 
SUN,
 
FROM
 11 
AM
 TO 
3 PM 
(4" 
411 
3469 
MCKEE  
RD. 
258 
2770
 
ALL SEATS
 RESERVED:
 $6.00, 5.00, 
4.00...SAN JOSE
 BOX OFFICE,
 
912 
TOWN  & 
COUNTRY  
VILLAGE,  
TEL.
 246-1160 
MACY'S AND ALL
 TICKETRoN 
OUTLETS.  14081 
246-1160  
FOR 
MORE  
INFORMATION  
PRODUCED
 
BY 
FUN  PRODUCTIONS/A DAVID 
FOREST  
COMPANY
 
Jim 
Noble 
Sue
 Doehring 
takes  aim 
at target 
USC 
threatens
 
golfers
 
in big
 Fresno Classic 
The
 SJSU golf team will be 
facing some stiff 
competition  
in the next two weeks. 
Today the Spartans are in 
Fresno for the
 Fresno 
Classic. 
The Classic is one of the 
more
 prestigious tour-
naments on the
 West Coast 
and coach Jerry Vroom 
expects tremendous 
pressure from USC and other
 
top-ranked schools. 
The SJSU contingent will 
consist of Mark Lye, a recent 
winner at 
the Aztec 
Invitational in San Diego; 
Eric Batten top medalist at 
the UOP
 Invitational; top 
frosh player Terry Beardsly 
and soplunore Paul Hahn. 
USC 
is rated to win the 
overall team title 
due to the 
fact that US Amateur 
Champion
 Craig Stadler will 
be among the Trojan
 star-
ters. 
Only a sophmore, Stadler
 
figures to tear up the Fort 
Washington Country Club to 
gain his
 second 
straight 
Classic title. 
On April 10 the Spartans 
will host some of the nation's 
best collegiate golfers 
representing
 25 universities 
in the 18th Annual Western 
Intercollegiate
 Champio-
nships, in Santa Cruz, 
SJSU, Brigham Young
 
University, Stanford, and 
Arizona State seem to be the 
top contenders for the team 
crown.
 
Defending champion USC 
will not 
compete because 
Trogan's Mark Pfeil and 
Stadler will be playing in the 
Masters Tournament in 
Augusta,
 Ga. 
SJSU's Mark Lye will be 
among the top individual 
contenders 
along  with 
Trojan Don Baker. 
If the Spartans can finish 
within the four positions, in 
both tourneys, their national 
ranking will improve con-
siderably
 
Don't depend on 10 
people a day to answer your message 
from a 
bulletin board. Depend on the Spartan Daily Classified
 
277.3175.  
Ceramic,
 clays 
stoneware
 & sculpture 
Casting 
plasters
 
HYDROCAL-POTTERY,
 
etc. 
BORCHERS  
BROS. 
BLDG 
MATERIALS  
550 Stinol St.
 297-3404 
The 
lazy way 
to take 
care  of your 
contact lenses. 
You may not even be lazy. 
Just  very busy. Who has time for a 
solution to wet contacts, 
another for 
soaking,  still another to clean 
them and maybe one for cushioning?
 
It gets pretty complicated to say 
nothing of the expense. 
Now there's 
Total.*  The new 
all -in
-one contact lens solution that 
does 
it all. Total* wets, soaks,
 
cleans and cushions
 your 
contacts. And you only have 
to use a single solution. 
Try Tota1.0
 See how much 
more comfortable your contact lenses 
can be. And cleaner. And a lot easier 
to use. 
And there's a free, fresh 
lens  
case every time you 
buy  Total.' 
We're
 so certain you'll like 
new Total* that 
we'll give you your 
second bottle free Just send
 one 
Total"
 
boxtop  with your 
name and 
address to Total ^ 
Allergan
 
Pharmaceuticals,
 
2525 
Dupont 
Drive,
 
Irvine, California 92664. 
Total
 makes contact im-ilare easier. 
Available  
at 
kairraa eadeetvre 
(In the Student Union) 
April  4, 1974, 
Page 
Shooter's  scores improve
 
New
 
rifle
 
team
 corn 
pet
 
To develop a good
 com-
petitive  team normally takes 
several years of practice but 
the SJSU rifle 
team  has 
blossomed into 
an
 im-
pressive  team after only two 
months of practice. 
In recent meets against 
various schools,
 the rifle 
team has been able to keep 
the matches competitive and 
their scores have been rising. 
Although the 
team  appears 
to show maturity, this is the 
second time the -team has 
been organized on campus. 
The first time, the 
team 
was dismantled when the 
AS., because of the anti -Viet 
Nam sentiment on campus, 
voted to withhold funds from 
the rifle team due to its 
association with the Army 
ROTC on campus. 
The team's rifles were 
donated to a YMCA and the 
only team representing 
SJSU in the shooting 
con-
ference was the Army ROTC 
team.
 
That was two years ago. 
In  the fall semester of 1973, 
an article appeared in the 
Spartan Daily about the 
shooting range not being 
used
 and the Army ROTC 
was flooded with interested 
shooters 
asking for in-
formation 
The 
Army  ROTC decided 
to combine their ROTC rifle 
team with these interested 
people and 
the SJSU rifle 
team was reborn. 
The rifle team is 
currently
 
shooting in the Northern 
California 
Intercollegiate  
Rifle Conference and its 
opponents include U.C. 
Davis varsity rifle 
team,  the 
Davis ROTC, the 
U.C.  
Berkeley varsity, the 
   
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
GUYS AND GALS-ioin a college age 
ballet class at Eufrazia School of 
Ballet Basic 
"technique" for 
beginning dancers Small classes, 
individual attention. Beverly 
Eufrazia Grant,
 director, /41,1300 
LEWIN'S 
METAPHYSICAL
 BOOKS 
2644 Ashby Ave.
 Berkeley, Ca. 94705 
Be a New 
Age  Shopper 
Write for 
Free 
Catalogue We Mail
 The Books. 
DEERHORN PIPES 
handcrafted,
 
beautiful work. All
 sizes. 525. Will do 
custom work. 
For  further info. Can 
Mike
 at
 2641117 
aft.  
5.30
 Pm 
"SPROUTS" 
Sandwiches.
 All kinds 
for lunch & dinner. 122 E. San 
Salvador.  Near the University.
 Call 
295.5402 
for take out 
FRIDAY FLICKS presents
 HIGH 
PLAINS DRIFTER
 they'd never 
forget 
the day the 
feeling 
cowboy. 
CLINT EASTWOOD
 drifted Into 
town You 
won't  either. 2 shows 
7610
 
pm 
Mor.  Dailey Aud. Apr. 19th by A 
Phi 0 50 
cents 
YOUNG WRITERS 
.Sell  your writing! 
MAR 
KETIPS  booklet tells how, 
lists 
what 37 
magazines 8, contests want 
and 
pay,
 
Copy
 SI.25 THORNTON 
MARKETIPS, 
P.O.Box 
ER, 
Belmont,
 Ca 94002 
MEDITATION
 WORKSHOP 
every 
Weds 
. 
45
 pm Gestalt 
centering
 
techniques,  meditation 
and other 
awareness 
exercises
 
SW 
Guadalupe
 
Rm FREE!
 
FICTITIOUS NAME STATEMENT:
 
8.P. Auto Shop 696E Kings Row 
Si,, Cal. 95133
 Owner -John E. 
Pruyn  1395 Shasta Ave S.J. 95126 
AUTOMOTIVE
 
AuTO.MOTORCYCLE
 INSURANCE
 
TIRED OF 
BEING  RIPPED 
OFF? 
Call 
C5IS,  originators
 
of Student 
Auto insurance. Lowest
 Rates.
 No 
Student 
refused
 
Call
 
289E681
 or stop 
by
 
404 So,
 3rd St., Second
 floor.
 (3rd 
& San Salvador) 
GAS PAINS? SEE
 AUTO TECH. 
Skilled mech 
specializing In Foreign 
cars,
 Economy & Sports cars. 
Tune 
up.  repair 8. front end 
alignement.
 
Open Sat. Bring 
this
 ad for discount.
 
2913490
 798 N. 
13
 St 
STUDENT CAR INSURANCE with 
Farmers ins 
Group  25 
per cent 
discount  for 3 0 GPA low non 
smoker
 
rates  also Call days 948 0223 
FOR SALE 
WATERBEDS front
 559. Free 
delivery, student discounts.  
Waterbed accessories 
Noah's Ark,  
84 Keyes. 289 8451 
4 
FOOT BLACKLIGHT 523 95 
COMPLETE 18" BLACKLIGHT
 
112.99. NEW  SUMMER KING SIZE 
TAPESTRIES 57.50 
INCENSE 
PACK OF 25 
for 29 cents LARGE 
VARIETY OF VELVET POSTERS 
LARGE VARIETY OF PATCHES 
IRON ON 
TRANSFERS  75 cents 
IMPORTED 
WALKING  CANES 
FROM INDIA PIPES 
AND 
PARAPHANALIAS STROBE 
LIGHTS ONE BLOCK 
FROM  THE 
COLLEGE 
80
 E SAN FERNANDO 
ST
 
SAVE 
THIS  AD. Most 
dialer
 brands of 
quality
 
stereo 
components  
available
 
at
 dealer cost 
plus  10 per 
cent
 
Additional 
discounts 
available
 on 
guaranteed  used 
equipment
 
Lowest  
prices 
in the Bay Area
 Call 252 7028 
after S pm 
TAX 
SHELTER Home 
for Sole. 4 
bdrin 1 
be 1 blks, from 
SJS 
Assume
 524.000 
FHA loan
 with 
payrnen!s
 of 1266. rno 
Rental in 
come 'snow 1360 mo. 
Asking
 530,930 
May take a 
second 297 3380 
Berkeley
 Navy ROTC 
and  
the 
University  of San 
Francisco. 
"Shooting
 is just like 
football," 
said
 Master 
Sergeant John Gunderson, 
coach of the 
SJSU rifle team. 
"It in no way relates 
to
 
hunting, although it can be 
used." 
In its first match after
 only 
five weeks 
of practice, the 
team lost two 
very close 
matches to 
the Davis ROTC 
and to the Davis varsity 
team. 
"If we 
had started six 
months ago,"
 said Gun-
derson,"we would have 
cleaned
 up." 
Two of their top shoots 
are 
women,  Sue Doehring, who 
also uses pistols, and Pam 
Crocker.  
According
 
to Gunderson, 
when Doehring
 started to 
shout rifles, 
she couldn't 
even keep the rifle steady. 
Now
 she shoots around 240 or 
higher out of 
the  possible 300 
points. 
Another 
top  shooter 
is a 
recent addition to the team, 
Mark Rosen. He happened to 
hear about the team from 
one of the rifle team 
members 
and came 
out to 
shoot. He now shoots around 
250. 
"To 
shoot in this type of 
competition,
 takes a special 
dedicated type of 
person,"  
said 
Gunderson.  
Since
 the team isn't funded 
by AS., each member has to 
supply their own am-
munition, except for the 
ROTC shooters on the team. 
"That's one of the ad-
vantages of 
ROTC," said 
Gunderson, "The Army pays 
for the 
ammunition." 
"We stress 
safety  above 
all else," 
Gunderson  said. 
TIRED
 
OF
 GETTING RIPPED
 OFF 
ON 
INSURANCE?
 
FOR THE LOWEST RATES ON YOUR
 CAR 
OR 
MOTORCYCLE,
 
COME
 SEE 
US. 
s 
s/
 
CAMPUS
 
INSURANCE
 
SERVICE
 
404 
S.
 
Third  St. 
289-8681
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The Associated 
Students 
Invite
 
YOU 
...to meet and 
talk with the visiting 
ACCREDITATION
 TEAM 
TODAY...
 
...from 2-5 
p.m.-Adm.  163 
*This team wants 
inpm  from 
.oidents
 and faculty 
to help 
in evaluating 
and  accrediting 
SJSU. 
CLASSIFIED
 
WATERBEDS. Special 
Student 
Discount. We will consider 
anything
 
of value on trade for 
waterbeds and 
accessories. 
Downtown  Waterbeds 
416W. 
San Carlos St., S.J. 
287.2000.  
SHREDDED 
FOAM RUBBER 40 
cents per 
pound Any amount Phone 
293.2954 
VW
 SOUAREBACK 1966
 
$AX/. or best 
offer Call 
494.0803 
HUGE 
NEIGHBORHOOD  
GARAGE  
SALE 
16 SS 8. San 
Salvador 
Sat.
 
April 6th 
Books, 
Bikes,
 Furniture,
 
Kitchen
 Mids. 
35 FORD TRUCK, hi.perf.
 390, Holly 
780 bored .060, Borg 
Warner T 10 
trans, Isky k. race, Scheafer press 
plate. Anson pedals, Hurst 'Comp. + 
shift,  US amgs 15010 slotted, trac 
tion bars. MUST DRIVE $650.trade. 
offer 241.3953 
HELP WANTED 
NEED 
HANDYMAN for 
Weekends.
 
Lawns--
 Clean- Paint Call 275.6333 
or 294.5034 
MATURE
 STUDENT 
(Junior year 
or 
up) 
wanted
 for office 
work.  Flexible 
afternoon
 hours
 Pay 
to be 
negotiated.
 Call
 253.4747 
10.12 pm. 
WAITRESS  
WANTED  2 
yrs.  exp. 
Sunday  
Brunch
 
only
 10.2 
pm. 
$2 hrs. 
4. tips
 Upstart
 Crow 
8. Co. 
Restaurant
 740 
Prune  Yard, 
Campbell.
 Apply in 
person  only aft. 3 
Pm. 
10 STUDENTS WANTED for PR work 
for Encylopedia 
Bratanica,  no 
selling
 ass 
hr.  flours 
to fit schedule 
Call Pamela Yant 249,4386 
or 289 
1393 
PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDIES IN-
STITUTE invites applications for  its 
new  graduate programs
 in Clinical. 
Counseling
 
Psychology. 
Admission  
competitive. Professional 
faculty.  
For further 
information
 write to Dr. 
C.S Wallia, 2251 Yale St., Palo Alto 
Ca. 
95306  
OVERSEAS JOBS
-Australia,
 
Europe. S. America, Africa. 
Students all professions and oc 
cupatIons 5700 to
 53000  monthly. 
Expenses paid, overtime, sight 
seeing, Free 
information.  TRANS 
WORLD RESEARCH CO., Dept Al 
P.O. 
Box 603, Corte Madera, Ca. 
9025
 
WAITERS, 
BUSBOYS-exper.  pref. 
Waikiki Village 
Rest  15466 Ls Gatos 
Bldvd 3369161 Must speak Can 
tonese 
HOUSING 
1 BEDROOM IN HOUSE, SIGS rno 
kitchen 
priv  , color to, Call Ann 923 
5873 
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB -Co 
Ed Beautiful building, fireplace,  
grand piano, inside Courtyard, kit 
color to, ping pang, linen 
IS mad 
serv priv. 
parking 
$7950
 share, 
99 50 up to S109 
sing
 202 5 
11th
 
293 
7374 
3 lines 
4 lines 
5 
limn
 
6 linos
 
MENLarge, cheerful rooms, wall to 
wall 
carpet,
 furnace heat & outside 
entrance.  406 S. 
17th
 St. 
LA DONNA APTS. 
1 bedroom apts. 
5130
 
w -new 
carpets and turn.
 Quiet 
atmosphere,
 near 
campus.
 385 S. 4th 
St. 
Call Cen, 2898383
 or John 356.
 
5708 
WILLOW 
GLEN WEST 
is a quiet and
 
ideal 
student
 living. 
Setting  10 min, 
from
 campus 
near  Curtner 
and old 
Almaden  
Road  Two 
and Three
 
Bedroom
 units 
and 
Townhouses,
 
furnished
 and 
Unfurnished,
 Patios,
 
Balconies,
 Spacious
 pleasant
 
grounds,
 Pool, 
Saunas, 
Rec Room.
 
Starting  
0175.00 
WILLOW
 
GLEN  
WEST APTS.
 2118 
CanOas  
Gardens
 
Ave. 
266.1474. 
MOTHER
 
OLSON'S:
 4 
houses  
near  
campus. 
Linen  
& Maid  
service.
 
Color  Tv,
 Kit. 
priv, 
Parking.
 19.50 
share. 
25 
single
 122
 N. 
8th  St. 
295 
9504  
TWO 
BEDROOM
 
Furnished
 
townhouse 
apt. 2 bath, 
patio, blk.
 
STUDENT 
TYPING 
Close to 
from 
SJSU  70 S. 
8th  294.7706 
Campus
 65 cents 
page. 998.1669
 
LOST 
Mar  13 Norwegian 
Elkhound  
male 6 mo.
 Sil.Blk pointed 
ears,  
curled
 tall (sins Kees)
 needs Med. 
293.0906 or 
998.0352  
PERSONALS 
SENSITIVE  YOUNG
 GENTLEMAN
 
w C P 
and  voice defect 
is
 looking 
Ion a lasting 
relationship  
with 
an 
understanding 
female. FREE
 rent 
offered in 
exchange for
 kindness 
companionship  
Call  298 2308 
aff.
 5 
Pm. 
HAVING  DIFFICULTY 
WITH 
DRUGS? 
alcohol,
 work, 
study,  
family or 
life? 
Narconon may help. 
Call
 246 1621 10-S 
pm or 7-9:30 
pm. 
SERVICES
 
CLEAN APTS. FOR RENT -1 berm, 
$120. 2 bcIrm.
 1750.3 
berm,
 $165. 628 
S. 10th St. 
Call 295 5144 
NEWER
 ROOMS ACROSS CAMPUS 
Girls  
UPS
 10th 865 mu shared basis 793 
9991  
BOYS
 99 S 9th St
 
SO 
mu 
555 share 
297 9816  ALS0460S 6th 
St
 565. rno
 
5.50 
shared Kitchen 
priv  292 4551 Check 
our 
summer rates 
PIG PURR. 2
 
berm, 
2.3 or 4 persons 
643 9 8th
 St Call 275.6333 to see. 
TWO 
BEDROOM  Furnished
 
townhouse
 apt 2 bath, patio 
12 blk. 
from SJSU 70 5 8th k I 
Call 
3947788
 
1 BORM FURN, APT. 
Quiet.  Girls or 
married couple 
595  
no. 
Call or see 
mgr 674S 
9th  St No 1 297
 8390 
THIS HOUSE
 IS LOOKING FOR 
YOU!
 Dark wooden interior 3
 
berm 
30th turn, yard Where 
at? St. John 
St between 101
 1th
 
$260 rno 2649367 
PET, RM. in 
duplex for 
serious
 male 
student 
next  to 
Lucky's bus, 
i,blk
 
from
 
campus
 297 
6079 
ROOM 
FOR RENT 2 
biks,  from 
campus. 583 S. 10th Call
 292.1587 or 
2819128 
SUMMER 1,2 or 3 
BDRM
 Lrg Porn 
apts SEK 530,306. 
40
 per 
wk
 1 blk. 
from SJSU Call 347
 6039 or 379 
1082
 
FALL 1,2 or 
3 BDRM 1 blk 
from  
Campus large 
AEK furnished,
 wafer 
Garbage,  5150, 250 or 
300 per ma.  
247 6039 or 379 4082 
1 DORM APT fun Outside deck. I 
block campus. 
5120
 48 S 6th St. Call 
Marie
 288 6799 after 12'03 or contact
 
Peter King  
Humanities  dept 
WILLOW GLEN
 APT. Own room
 
$85
 
Bike,  bus to 
SJSU  Quiet Grad 
UP 
Div 
Female.  non smoker 
Helen  269 
3077 
or 794 1075 
LOST  & FOUND 
FOUND Small dog, male.
 long
 nCr 
gray
 
too
 I 
white  Call 967 
0549
 
Classified Rates 
ye
 
7w,,
 
Throe  toy, 
Five 
Each 
addlt 
day 
days 
days  days 
days 
tonal  day 
$1.50 2.00
 2.25 
2.40  2.50 
.35 
100
 2.50 
2.75  2.90 
3.00 .35
 
2.50 
3.00 3,25
 3.40 
3.50 
.35  
3.00  3.50 
3.75 3.90 
4.00 .35 
Each  
addit-
ional
 
line 
nicfcl .50 
.50  .50 .50 
.50 
Minimum Three lines 
One
 
Day
 
Check a 
Classification
 
) 
Announcements  
) Automotive 
) 
For Sale 
Halo
 
wanted 
) 
HouSing
 
( 
) Lost and 
F mind 
) 
Personals
 
It
 Services 
Transportation  
EXPERIENCED
 
THESIS
 TYPIST
 
Master's
-Reports
-Dissertations
 
Marianne
 
Tarnberg-137
 
Escobar  
Ave. 
Telephone:  
356.4348 Los
 Gatos,  
WEDDING  PHOTOGRAPHY
 Gentle, 
All 
Natural
 color, photography
 for 
your 
wedding.
 You keep all 
photos  
taken  plus the 
original  negatives
 
and.a.free
 white embossed 
album.. 
Budget priced for highest quality 
work.  Please call 
for  details 
Photography
 by 
Dale  Maggio 
292.  
2601 
WRITING 
AND RESEARCH 
ASSISTANCE.  TYPING EDITING 
CALL 227 3993 or 374 7904 
EXPERIENCED  DESIONLAYOUT 
ARTIST prepares brochures, flyers, 
invitations calling 
cards,  etc for 
production low rates 
Call  Barry
 298 
1001 
1 
i 
B RIDAL FAIR 
PHOTOGRAPHY
-
HIGH
 quality wedding photography 
for 
LOWEST  Bay area rates 
GNI 
includes 
gold & white album. 60 
color prints  
of
 your choice,  full set of 
slides 
BRIDE  KEEPS 
ALL  
NEGATIVES! 
Extra  full color 
axle's 51.25 each, Staff
 of 20 
photographers.
 Make an 
ap 
pointrnent 
see  our samples ... then 
decide. Open every evening 
until  10 
pm
 for FREE Bridal
 Packet,  Call 
279 1787 or 
257  3161 
PROFESSIONAL
 
TYPIST  IBM 
Selectric  Call 
867.2389 eves.
 
B
EAUTIFUL
 
WEDDING
 
FLOWERS  
Save 
50 per cent off florist 
prices.  12 
yrs cop 
Discount 
Flowers  996.1232
 
or 2146396
 
TRANSPORTATION
 
EXPERIMENTS
 IN 
TRAVELING:  
Eighth annual
 un 
regimented
 
student 
programs
 8 
wks.  in 
Europe,  
8 wks in 
Israel  
Europe,
 6 
wks. 
Europe. 
Contact 
Barbara  
Nevins  
Student
 Services 
West, Inc. 217
 8240. 
EUROPE 
ISRAEL 
AFRICA  
STUDENT 
FLIGHTS  ALL 
YEAR 
ROUND. 
CONTACT. 
ISCA, 11687 
San Vicente
 Blvd. 
Apt.
 No. 4 L.A
 
Calif.
 90049 TEL  
12131 
826.5669 
or
 
17141 
287.3010 
FLYING 
SOON? Well, 
"It  pays to 
be
 
young 
with  TWA".
 Your 
TWA 
Campus
 
Representative
 Bill 
Crawford 
225.7262  can 
help  you 
make
 your
 GETAWAY 
Fly  at 
11 per 
cent
 off with 
TWA 
Youth  
passport  8, 
take
 
up to 24 
months  to 
pay  with 
a 
FREE
 
GETAWAY
 
CREDIT
 CARD.
 
Call 225 
7262 for 
information
 after 
00. 
For 
reservations
 
call
 298 
6600  
Or 
your local
 
travel
 agent 
SUMMER
 
FLIGHTS  
TO 
EUROPE  
$319 rd 
trip  plus 
inter  
European 
flights,
 rail 
passes, 
international
 
113  
cards
 and 
more  Ask for 
Barbara  
at 
Student
 Services
 
West  
235 East
 St 
Clara, 
No
 710 or phone
 
29  18301  
CLASSIFIED  
ADS
 
277-3175
 
Print
 Name
 
'Address 
I 
Ily 
11 - 3 
Daily  
Print Your
 Ad Here: 
(Count
 
aPProx,
 
37
 letters and 
spaces
 or each line) 
Phone 
nclosed
 
IS   For 
_Days  
SEND
 CHECK, 
MONEY  ORDER 
OR CASH 
TO.  SPARTAN 
DAILY  
CLASSIFIED,
 SAN
 JOSE 
STATE  UNIV., 
SAN JOSE, 
CALIF 95114 
04449ne, Two 
days
 prior to 
publication  
Consecutive
 publication clataS 
only 
"No
 refunds on cancelled
 ads 
' 
age 
8,
 April
 4, 
1974 
Michele 
Moore 
will 
represent
 SJSU 
at the
 
AIAW ( 
Association
 of 
Intercollegiate
 
Athletics  
for 
Womeni 
Nationals  in 
Sacramento
 
this
 
weekend.
 
The 
19 -year -old 
sophomore  
qualified  last 
month 
in San 
Diego  at 
the  
regional
 
championships
 by 
scoring 
8.05  on the 
balance  
beam 
for  a 
fourth
 place. 
Moore  fell 
at last 
week's  
Northern
 
California  
Collegiate
 
Championships
 
but 
was unhurt
 and should
 
Barbara Harrison 
not be affected in 
this 
week's action. 
This may 
be her last 
season as a 
Spartan. "I've 
really enjoyed the program 
here," Moore 
said, "but I 
am 
thinking  of transferring 
for personal reasons." 
'IL/St 
MARY
 
1:SUO-1300
 
aft 
easter
 
in
 
the
 
20th
 
century
 
1,21
 
A 
. 
,...,-.4A.,7,
 
.01;
 
SE -FIRE 
BATT% F 1 
1 
INEQUAt 
ITr 
MULTI MEDIA
 MUSICAL/DRAMATICAL
 WORK, 
DRAMA, CHORAL, 
PRE-RECORDED TRAX, VISUAL
 
SPECTACULARS,  EFFECT 
LIGHTING,  STEREO SOUND 
FREEI Palm Sunday
 Evening 
APRIL
 7th 6:30 
Pal 
First
 
Baptist  Church 
800  Ironwood 
Drive,  San Jose 
Above Almaden Expressway and Curtner
 Ave. 
Ripley
 and
 
Whitaker  
back
 
Cindermen
 
face  
Cougars
 
Bolstered by 
the return of 
two top performers, the 
SJSU track squad
 returns to 
action Saturday hosting 
Washington 
State  Univer-
sity. 
The 
Spartans
 will be 
strengthened  by the 
addition
 
of sprinter Ron 
Whitaker and 
pole vaulter 
Dan Ripley. 
Whitaker
 has been 
out of 
competition since
 the first 
meet of the
 season in 
which 
he 
suffered a 
slight  strain of 
the upper 
hamstring. 
Pulled 
muscle 
Ripley,
 the 1973 California
 
junior 
college pole 
vault 
champion, has
 not yet 
competed 
for the Spartans 
since
 he pulled a muscle
 in 
pre -season 
workouts.  
Whitaker,
 a freshman who
 
has 
been clocked in 
9.5 in the 
100, is also 
expected  to run in 
the 220 and the 440 relay. 
Ripley, whose lifetime best 
is 16-1'2, will join Spartan 
vaulter 
Jack Van Kirk who 
cleared
 the 16 foot mark for 
the first time 
against 
Colorado. 
"Very balanced 
squad" 
The rest of the 
Spartans, 
well -rested 
after  last week's 
bye, face what coach Ernie 
Bullard  calls a "very
 
balanced" Washington 
State 
squad. 
The 
Cougars,
 received an 
unexpected 
bye last week 
when
 their meet with Cal 
was 
cancelled
 due to 
rain. 
On 
clutch
 
hit in 11th 
Prior to that the Cougars 
met Boise State and Idaho,
 
mauling both
 teams in a 
double dual home 
opener. 
"WSU probably
 has one of 
its most balanced teams in 
many years," Bullard said. 
"On the 
field we appear to 
match  up 
reasonably  
well."  
"Highly 
competitive meet' 
"They are strong
 in the 
distances, 
as we are and 
their sprints are greatly 
improved 
over  recent 
years,"
 Bullard said. "In all, 
it's a very balanced
 track 
meet. 
All  18 events should be 
highly competitive." 
According to Bullard and 
Cougar coach John Chaplin, 
the jumps and sprints should 
spell the difference in the 
outcome of the meet. 
The Cougars are 
led by 
sprinters 
Gary Minor and 
Morris Noble who have run 
21.3 and 21.4 
respectively
 in 
the 220. Another top man for 
WSU is freshman
 Lee 
Braach  who cleared 7-114 in 
the high jump earlier this 
season. 
Stiff competition 
Kip Ngeno should provide 
Spartan Greg Tinnin with 
stiff competition in the 
hurdles. Ngeno 
boasts a 13.7 
lifetime best in the 120 highs. 
Spartan hopes will be 
riding on the sprinters and 
jumpers.  
Run Livers, the 
Spartans 
freshman triple and high 
jumper, should provide the 
Spartans with 
precious
 
points in both his events. 
Long jumpers 
Long jumpers Louie 
Wright and Curtis Davis will 
both be pressed for top 
jumps,
 as the Cougars' John 
Delamre has a lifetime best 
of 
25-9.  
Joining 
Whitaker
 in the 
sprints will be senior Vince 
Breddell,  Bobby Hamilton 
and Ike McBee. That 
quartet 
will be looking to better their 
early season mark of 40.7 in 
the 440 relay. 
The Spartans' long 
distance corps,
 which has 
performed brilliantly 
all 
season long, will again be 
called upon
 for some top 
marks. 
"It was 
good to have the 
week off for our distance 
runners, who
 needed the 
rest. They've 
been  called 
upon to run some very 
quality
-oriented
 races 
against Stanford, UCLA 
and 
Colorado, so certainly
 the 
rest will
 be advantageous to 
them," Bullard said. 
The Spartans face Idaho 
State and Occidental in a 
double mual
 meet at Bud 
Winter Field on April 13. The 
meet against Idaho and 
Occidental will be the 
Spartans last dual action at 
home. The San Jose 
Invitational will be held May 
4. 
Spartans  edge 
Gators  
By Blaise 
Castren
 
It 
took  a clutch 
11th inning 
single 
by
 reverse 
Wally 
Taylor 
to lift the 
SJSU 
varsity baseball team 
to
 a 
tough 
3-2  win Wednesday 
over a scrappy San Fran-
cisco State team at 
Municipal Stadium. 
The 
hit  by Taylor who was 
replacing 
designated hitter 
Steve 
Macchi in the lineup, 
scored Dan Mays from third 
base, after he had 
single
 and 
moved to 
third  base on a hit-
and-run single by Kevin 
Barbieri. 
The 
non-league  win 
boosted the Spartans to a 13-
11 overall record, and to a 3-
1 season series advantage 
over the Gators. Previously 
SJSU had beaten S.F. State, 
4-2 in 
a single game at 
Municipal Stadium, and 
split 
a doubleheader up in The 
('ity, 10-1 and 
0-2. 
The game 
marked  the 
debut 
of the Spartan's ace 
pitcher of last season, Jeff 
Gingrich.
 Gingrich pitched 
There's
 no 
easy Way 
for  
Charlie
 
Nelson
 
to
 
become
 
Dr.  
Nelson.  
But 
there  is 
a way Is make it sornewnat
 ease'
 
Our
 
way 
The Armed 
Forces  Health 
Professions
 
Scholarship
 Program It won't
 soften 
the 
demands  
Of 
your  
professors, or those you 
make  upon yourself 
but 
it may 
free you from
 those financial 
problems
 
which,  
understandably.  can put a
 
crimp 
in 
concentratiOn  
If 
yOU  
qualify,
 our 
scholarship
 program 
e, 
the 
costs of 
your 
medical 
education 
More  
receive a good 
monthly  allowance
 all 
Ihrougi 
schooling
 
But
 
what 
happens  
after  you 
graduate,  
Then,  as a 
health
 care officer 
in 
the military 
branch
 
of your
 
choice you enter 
a 
professional  
environment
 that is 
challeneng,
 
stimulating
 
and 
satisf  
ping 
An 
environment  which keeps
 you in 
contact  with 
practically
 
all rhed.cal
 specialties
 Which 
gives
 
you  
the 
time
 
to 
observe
 and learn 
before
 you decide on 
your 
specialty
 
Which may 
present
 the opportunity
 
to 
train in 
that
 specialty 
And to 
practice  it 
You may also 
find 
some of the
 
most  
advanced
 
medical
 
achievements  
happening  
right
 where
 
you 
work Like
 at 
the Brooke 
Army
 Medical 
Center
 in 
San 
Antonio  
Tem,
 long 
noted
 for 
its 
Burn
 
Treat.
 
meet 
Center
 
Or
 the home 
of Flight 
Medicine,
 
the 
famed
 Aerospace
 
Medical DivisiOn, also in 
San 
Arturo°
 
Or
 the
 
National
 Naval Medical Center in 
Bethesda,
 
Maryland
 recognized worldwide 
for its 
work in 
Medical
 
Research
 
And 
if 
you've
 
read  this far, you may be interested 
in Pie deta,is
 Just send in 
the  coupon and well 
1-0544 
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two innings allowing only an 
unearned run in that span. 
Gingrich, who is just 
returning after a ruptured 
appendix had sidelined him 
for the first half of this 
season,
 was 7-3 with a 2.30 
earned run
 average last 
year. He also hurled a 20-
inning
 contest against Long 
Beach, striking out 21 hit-
ters. 
Wednesday, he didn't show  
the finesse he 
displayed  a 
year ago, but 
he
 pitched well 
for his first outing, according 
to Spartan coach Gene 
Menges. 
"Jeff pitched as well as 
could be expected after 
being out so long," said 
Menges. "The one run he 
gave up was unearned and 
the hits he allowed were just 
scratch hits." 
Gingrich 
entered
 the game 
in the 
sixth  inning with SJSU 
leading
 2-0, after Steve 
Hinkley had blanked the 
Gators for the first five 
frames, 2-0.
 
The junior righthander 
walked the first man 
he 
faced in the sixth, then wild 
pitched the runner to second 
and an error
 by Mark Carroll 
put men at first and 
third. 
A walk loaded the bases, 
and a fielder's choice by 
Dave Azzopardi forced in the 
first S.F. State run.
 A double 
play 
ended the inning 
without further damage. The 
double play was
 one of five 
turned in by 
the  Spartan 
defense on the 
hot afternoon, 
and most of 
them got SJSU 
out 
of tough jams. 
Spartan
 fielders turned a 
double play in each of the 
first three innings after the 
Gators had put men 
on
 base, 
then 
in the seventh they once 
again  bailed out Gingrich
 
after the first two men  had 
singled. 
SJSU jumped off to 
a 2-0 
lead with a pair of runs in the 
third inning off Eric Straub, 
the second 
of
 seven SFSU 
pitchers. 
Mark Kettman was aboard 
on a bunt single, then Mark 
Carroll blooped a 
single  to 
put runners 
at first and 
second 
with  no outs. Dan 
Mays, who was three -for -
three plus three walks, 
waited out four bad pitches 
to get a base on balls to load 
the bases, then ground outs 
by Rob Brassea and Dennis 
Smith drove in the two runs. 
Don Orndorff took over on 
the mound for Gingrich in 
the seventh and pitched the 
rest of the way, allowing only 
one run in the ninth. 
Azzopardi singled 
to open 
the ninth for the Gators, was 
sacrificed to second by Rich 
Dalton, and went to third on 
a wild pitch. A 
walk put 
runners on first and third, 
_ 
chatters
 
ooklond 
to brussels 
Vld
 
C.ipi 
till 
internatIonel
 Air wd ys DC -8 
lets
 
'35 
9
 
ROUNDTRIP 
00* 
FLT 
DEPART
 RETURN NO. DAYS 
C101
 
C102
 
C103 
C104  
C105 
C106
 
C107  
C108 
C109
 
C110
 
C111  
Jun 14 
Jun 21 
Jun 19 
Jun 27 
Jul 
03
 
Jul 
04 
Jul 10 
Jul 17 
Jul 29  
Aug 
05 
Aug 07 
Sep 06 
Aug 
24
 
Jul 30 
Aug 
13 
Aug 29 
Aug 
30 
A Jg 
24 
Aug 22 
Aug 
26
 
Aug 28 
Sep 
06
 
85 
65 
42 
48
 
58 
58 
46
 
37 
29 
24 
31 
Charter fare is based on 
a pro -rata share of total 
charter cost. Eligibility
 Students, 
faculty,
 
eryl  
pioy
 and immediate 
family  
members.
 Not
 in 
eluded in fare 
is
 
$3 U.S. Departure end
 
$2
 50 
Brussels Airport Taxes. 
FOR 
FULL
 DETAILS, 
COMPLETE  
FLIGHT
 SCHEDULE 
AND 
BOOKING 
FORM
 
FILL IN 
COUPON
 AND 
MAIL TO 
GeoTrek
  1400 Coleman
 Ave  
Santa Clara, CA 
95050 
Narl1P 
A h 
then 
Azzopardi
 was erased 
on a 
grounder by Rick 
Newman  which Orndorff 
fielded, 
threw to catcher 
Fred 
DiPietro  who in turn 
threw
 to Carroll at 
third for 
the out. 
An
 infield 
single  which 
second baseman
 Kettman 
made a 
gallant  effort on, 
let 
a 
runner
 in form 
third  to tie 
the 
game  
2-2. 
After a 
scoreless
 tenth 
inning, Taylor, 
who had run 
for Macchi 
in the eighth, 
lined his 
hit  to left to gain 
the 
heroics 
for  the game. 
The Spartans now
 return 
to
 
league  play 
against 
L.A. 
State 
for a three
-game  series
 
down south 
Friday and 
Saturday.  
The  
doubleheader
 
Saturday 
can  be 
heard
 on 
radio 
station  KSJS 
(90.7 FM) 
beginning  at 
11:45 a.m. 
David Reyes
 
Steeplechaser  Rudi Krause 
clears the water jump against
 
Stanford. Saturday 
he will be looking for 
another  
win 
against  
Washington State's Dale Fleet and Phil 
English.  
Both 
nor-
thern runners have 
recorded  times quicker
 than 
Krause's
 
9:07.4.
 
TREASURE 
MAP 
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You're 
just steps away from 
the  Perpetual 
Garage Sale. A virtual treasure 
chest of 
garbled goodies!
 
,Ne have everything you think you need, 
and things you never knew you 
needed.  
Remember,
 20Y0 off to all 
SJSU
 students. 
Si.
 
Vincent  
de 
Mull  
THRIFT
 
SHOP  
Just a 
Short  Walk 
From  
Campus
 
51 S. 
Third  St. 
Open 
9-5:30 
Mar  
Aieemeeememermeoesesma" 
Obviously
 
Patrick
 
James
 
The 
classic 
natural  
shoulder  
suit
 has been
 
one of 
the  more 
obvious
 
symbols
 of the Patrick 
James
 
committment
 to good taste since the 
tnCeptiOn of 
Patrick James.
 
Purposely
 
unchanging,  
so that a man can 
build
 
an 
intelligent  
wardrobe, the traditional 
suitings are classic
 examples of our 
reverence 
for proper dress. 
See our new 
collection
 of Spring and Summer 
suitings ... in 
diplomatic
 striping:, hand.turned 
needle plaids, and docron and wool blends. 
Each with the look that
 
says
 . , . -obviously 
he's o Patrick James 
man".  
The 
PruneYard,
 Campbell
 
OPEN 
WEEKNIGHTS  
UNTIL
 9 
City 'tat  
- 
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